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Foreword

Questions of welfare reform are inherent in the modern democratic
state. Debaters will be applying their attitudes and insights about the
United States welfare system throughout their adult life. Since the
three topics of poverty, income maintenance proposals, and federal
employment guarantees are interrelated, students will gain from ap-
plying the analysis in this book to the development of their actual
case. The ERIC First Analysis should serve as a framework from
which students, coaches, and judges can evaluate the issues, argu-
ments, and evidence present in sustaining and reforming the welfare
system.

ERIC First Analysis, published annually since 1973, provides de-
baters with guidelines for research on the debate resolutions selected
by the National Federation of State High School Associations. It in-
corporates an instructional approach designed to avoid "structured"
cases and "canned" evidence. Periodic surveys of teachers of debate
have indicated that the ERIC First Analysis has proved to be an ex-
cellent resource for students to begin their study of issues and argu-
ments.

The ERIC First Analysis of the 1984-85 National High School De-
bate Resolutions is published by the Speech Comniunication Associa-
tion in cooperation with the Educational Resources Information Cen-
ter learinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills (ERIC/
.RC ). The ERIC/RCS Clearinghouse is supported by the National In-
sti to of Education which has as one of its missions the dissemina-
tio of knowledgeto improve classroom practices. This ERIC infor-
mation-analysis paper is unique in that it is intended for direct use by

high school students as well as by their teachers.
To be a "first" analysis, the manuscript must be prepared in a peri-

od of six weeks after the February announcement of the national de-
bate topic. The author's thorough analysis of issues and sources in so
short a time and his adaptation of the analysis to the needs of high
school debaters are tributes to his experience and excellence as a fo-

rensics educator.

Don M. Boileau Charles Suhor
Associate Directo'r Director
Speech Module, ERIC/RCS ERIC/RCS



1984-85 High School Debate
Problem Area and Resolutions

How can the federal government
best decrease poverty in

the United States?

Debate Resolutions

Resolved: That the federal government should guarantee a minimum
annual cash income to all United States citizens.

Resolved: That the federal government should adopt a negative in-
come tax to assist all United States citizens living in pov-
erty.

Resolved: That the federal government should provide employment
for all employable United States citizens living in poverty.
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Preface

The purpose of this publication is to provide a brief overview of the
1984-85 high school debate resolutions. The decision-making process
for selecting the problem area and resolutions is different from the
system used for determining the college debate topic. Last December
the National Federation offered three problem areas and nine resolu-
tions for consideration. After five weeks of balloting by the various
state and national forensic representatives, the topic area of the Unit-
ed States welfare reform won the referendum. The final resolution,
however, will not be determined until December, although an early
preference has been shown for the federal employment topic. All of
the specific resolutions are c!osely related to each other, and some
case areas are interchangeable.

Whichever resolution is fnally selected, the debater will have a tre-
mendous amount of research material to assimilate. The lour chapters
of this book are intended to prepare debaters for their own efficient
investigation of the problem area. The four chapters are: (1) getting
started, a review of useful information on researching the topic of
welfare reform; (2) an overview of the problem area of poverty; (3) in-
come maintenance prpgrams: guaranteed annual income and negative
income tax; and (4) employment for the poor.

Since this text was written early in the debate year, it cannot en-
compass all possible positions that could be developed under any of
the resolutions. This publication should be used to establish early re-
search priorities on the most likely affirmative and negative argu-
ments. Also, it provides a general overview of the kinds of issues
likely to be discussed under the welfare topic.

The opinions expressed in this work do not represent the official
position of the Speech Communication Association. In most in-
stances, the consensus view of debate theory or the welfare system is
presented, which may not represent the personal view of the author.
As a general rule, this text emphasizes the practical rattier than the
exotic. the likely rather than the unlikely.

The planning, research, and writing for this publication were done
by the author; Editing and proofreading assistance was gratefully ac-
cepted from Christine Risley Wagner.

The task of compiling the material and finishing the manuscript un-
der rigorous time constraints has been made easier by the patience
and understanding of both my family and the staff, students, and fac-

vii
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ulty of the Department of Communication Studies of California State
University. The information in this publication is intended to benefit

debater:, and coaches, and to introduce an exciting topic of vital im-
portance to audiences and judges alike.

David L. Wagner



1. Getting Started

The Beginning

A basic step in the process of library research is to develop a method
for discovering those topic areas that require priority attention. This
publication encourages the "brainstorming" technique often used by
business or academic groups to generate ideas. Such an approach
adapts easily to the needs of debate squads. Coaches and debaters
should discuss possible case areas and issues likely to emerge on the
poverty topics. This exchange should encourage all members of the
group to volunteer information or contribute their ideas. The,rules are

'easy to establish: (I) evaluation and criticism by group members are
forbidden; (2) all contributions are to be encouraged; (3) an attempt is
made to create the greatest quantity of ideas; and (4) a combination of
ideas and. solutions is sought.' A master list for the squad should be
kept on concepts for cases. topicality arguments, and potential advan-
tages or disadvantages. ,

This debate squad session does not have to be totally unstructured.
The quality of the exchange would be enhanced if a few general arti-
cles on current issues of poverty-and the federal government's aid
programs were read first. Another preliminary step is to review other
debate topics for similarities to this year's resolution. For example,
within the last ten years. two high school topics have ealt with pov-
erty and employment; and within the last sevtn year-. two college
topics have touched on similar issues. Many of the arguments raised
under these resolutions continue to be relevant to analysis of the cur-
rent problem area. I

Research Procedures

Once a list of concepts has been accumulated, it becomes necessary
to organize research assignments. A rtumbe-r of-questions-m-ust- be-

considered when making such assignments. Is it important to research
an affirmative case first? What areas can loe,covered with he sources
readily available? What cases are likely to be run early in the year?
Answers to questions like these will determine which ideas must be
considered primary research objectives.

After a preliminary list has been developed, the most systematic
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method of resear:hine is to compile brief bibliographies on each of
the major issue, or case areas. .Although sonic debators are good at
chasing down ohs,l'ire footnote, in hooks or intuitively finding useful
publications. the best and most comprehensive method is to consult
the library card catalog for hooks and indexes for periodicals or jour-
nak. Poverty and employment provide a unique opportunity to utilize
a wide variety of-library resources. Debftters will consult material
from such diverse academic areas a +N medicine. crim'nal justice. busi-
ness. economics. law. and sociology.

The card catafOg is the main source for locating books in the li-
brary. This catalog is indexed under subject. author, and book title.
There are also special reference sources for business and economic
topics. For example. Business 1,11;4m:calm: Sources. the Encyclopedia
nl Hoinuss .Sources. and the,bicyciopedia of Economic'sare valuable
general works If the amount of reference material seems overwhelm-
ing. several options are available to the debater.

First. most libraries have trained reference librarians who will give
assistance if requested. Second. various hooks explain reference
sources in greater detail. Some good examples arc The New York
Times Guide to Reference Materials ,2 Gtnernenrent Publications and
Their Use,' and Guide to Reference flooks.4 A third option is having
a research service compile a bibliography on sheeted topics. A fee is:
charged by many university libraries or research organizations for
computer retrieval of this information.

Indexes and Abstracts

Most indexes or abstracts are organized topically by subject headings
and by author. While an index supplies basic information on when
and where an article was published. abstracts offer the added attrac-
tion of providing a short summary of the publication. Typical subject
headings on these resolutions would include income, welfare. pover-
ty. hunger, work. public works, and employment.

The Reader's Guide to Periodical 1.iteraturAis perhaps the most
widely available resource index in the Uniti:d States. Available in
most public and school libraries. this research aid surveys over 150
popular magazines covering issues of current news value. Govern-
ment documents will he extremely valuable resources on this year's
topic and can he found in several sources, including the Monthly Cat-
alog of U.S. Government Publications and the GPO Sales Publica-
tions Reference File.

Nationally distributed newspapers also provide indexes to their
publications. The Nest. York Times. Los Angeles Times, Christian Sci-
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c, and It. fil! .')Irt et Journal aft' all rc-
spected paper-. with indexing systems available in many libraries.
While most local newspapers will not have published indexes- avail-
able, some libraries will clip and file articles on important topics,.
Also, New sl3ank collects articles from local papers'\ and plac,:s them
on microfiche. Other special indexes should prove useful for A carefui
consideration_ot the welfare system. Among them are:

Butinetc Index
Indexes a wid range of magazines ..nd jotirnais of interest io
those in business.

Crinunal iii%ttce..41,N,tractk
Contains articles on current topics about the welfare system
Lengthy abstracts of domestic- and foreign criminal jusiice jour-
nals.

UHL; Ab.% tract.% ffiglova:, Research Information Service/
Covers international reports and journals published on ifittlti
poration. highway design. drainage, safety and construction,
traffic control, measurement and flow. legal studies, soil sci-
ences, urban transportation, land use. and community values.
Published quarterly by the Highway Research Board of the Na-
tional Academy of Science.

hrde.s Afrth(fIS
Indexes international medical inera-ture and references several
thousand journals. Human health: biometry. botany, chemistry,
entomology, physics. psychology. sociology. veterinary medi-
cine. zoology, and environmental publications are indexed. Pub-
lished monthly by the National Library of Medicine.

index /1, Leimi Pernakah
Indexes American legal periodicals. Contains book reviews and
case indexes. Printed numerbus times during the year.

P.m./10/00.a/ Abstracry
Summarises (noneviduativelyi over 850 journals, reports. and
books. Updated monthly.

Public Aftairs Information Service Bulletin
Reviews over 1,000 government and business public-ations, gov-
ernment documents. Presents a brief ab\traci of relevant arti-
cles.

S.elected References on Environmental Quality as It Relates to
Health
Indexes 2.300 biomedical periodicals. Includes pollution.
pesticides, drugs, ecology, and the environment. Published
monthly by the National Library of Medicine.



Social Sciences Citation Index
Indexes authors in social science research.
Social Sciences Index
Updates of over 270 periodicals and journals in the social sci-
ences..'Published quarterly.
Sociological Abstracts
Covers a broad range of domestic and foreign journal articles re-

Getting Started .

lated to the field of sociology.

Sources

The preferred method for systematic research on any topic is exten-
sive use of indexes or abstracts. However, a time lag exists between
the publication date for journals or periodicals and their inclusion in
various indexing systems. While itis-unlikely that the economy will
achieve full emplo 'yment or that poverty will be eradicated in a'
month., it is important that each debater keeps current with shifts in
the unemployment rate or the actions of Congress, the president, and
the state government. The best single recommendation is a thorough
reading of a good daily newspaper. In addition, popular news week-
lies such as Newsweek,Time, or. U.S. News and World Report should
be examined periodically-for tirriely articles ormajorissues-.------

There are also a large number of business magazittes.which should
be read each month. This list would include:

Barron's
Current
Business Week

Dun's Review

Forbes
Fortune
Nation's Busine.9.r.

The Economist

Other publican that may be less well known to the debater but
are important sources of evidence include the Congressional Record,
which is the official account of the activities of Congress. Also, Cur-
rent History devotes several summer issues to articles on the high
school topic. In addition to these publications, there are many works
that contain a number of articles relating to poverty, welfare, or ern-

ployment. A sample includes:
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American Economic
Publishes original research and critiques on economic issues.
Most high school students will find this difficult reading. Pub-
lished quarterly.

Monthly Labor Review
Includes articles and statistical data related to employment and
unemployment. Official publication of the U.S. Department of
Labor; prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Public Welfare
Contains numerous articles on a variety of topics relevant to the
1984-1985 debate resolutions. Published quarterly by the Ameri-
can Pt Iblic Welfare Association.

Review of Economics and Statistics
Reviews economic and statistical information. Published quar-
terly by the Department of Economics at Harvard University.

Social Policy
Includes a number of general interest articles on poverty and
employment programs. Published quarterly.

Social Security Bulletin
Contains both articles and statistical information on poverty,
welfare, and government programs. Published monthly by the
Social Security Administration.

Social Work
Covers topics of interest to those in social work and social wel-
fare. Published monthly by the National Association of Social
Workers.

Primary Data

While there are certainly court cases and statutory exactments which
will be cited on this year's topic, most debaters will not spend much
time researching primary legal documents. It is more likely that data
from services such as the Statistical Abstract of the United States,
the American Statistics Index, the Statistical Reference Index, or
readily available almanacs will be used. Articles in research-oriented
journals such as the American Economic Review or the Review of
Economics and Statistics will require rudimentary knowledge of re-
search methods.

Figure 1 provides a graphic representation of the research process
described in this chapter.



6 Getting Started

ISSUE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Brainstorm

Select Issues

Read Backgrotidd
Material

Refine Issues

Check
Guides to the

Literature
and

Statistical
Sources

Check
"Library of

Congress
Subject

Headings"
and Card
Catalog

Check
Indexes and
Catalogs to

Government
Documents

Check
Periodical
Indexes

Check
"Directory

of
Periodicals"

Reference
Sources

Browse
Books on
Shelves in

Subject Area

Un'ted
States and
State and

Local

Periodical
Articles

LDocuments

Take Notes
from Sources

Type on Cards1
File

Use in Debate

Figure I. From: Kristie and Kong, General Business Research: Selected Sources, Cal-
ifornia State UniversitySacramento Library.
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Getting Started 7

Evidence Transcription

The final result of this research effort is the gathering.of usable evi-
dence to support arguments on issues raised during a debate. This ev-
idence should meet commonly agreed upon standards for debate
evidence. Among those tests of evidence mentioned by authors of ar-
gumentation textbooks are: (1) expertise of the author; (2) unbiased
reporting of information; (3) timely information; and (4) verifiable
sources of data.

In addition, full source citation should be available for each unit of
evidence used in a debate. Coaches involved with both high school
and college debate are increasingly concerned about the challenges to
information used during debate rounds. Contestants are responsible
for knowing and following the rules and regulations required by their
leagues, state associations, and the National Forensic League on
source citations and challenges to evidence.

Some debaters carry .copies of important affirmative and negative
sources to answer iihinediately requests for clarification. A caution

_sounded in a prior ERIC First Analysis deserves repeating: "Particu-
lar problems often arise when evidence is paraphrased or when seem-
ingly irrelevant information is edited out. As a 'general practice, this
type of editing should be avoided."5 An example ot: a file card which
contains a full citation is provided in Figure 2.

SAMPLE CARD

(I) F3
(2) Targeted Programs

(3) Bernard Anderson; (4) Director, Social-Sciences Division, Rocke-
feller Foundation; (5) U.S. News; (6) Sept, 5, 1983; (7) p. 27.

(8) In addition to sustained and vigorous economic growth, what t`ive
need are targeted education, training and job-creation policies designed
to zero in on those sectors of labor surplus that are surely going to exist
no matter what happens to the rate or growth for the economy as a
whole.

(9) DF 1004

Figure 2. The numbers prefacing various parts of the sample card refer to the following:
(1) code number of section for refiling, (2) brief synopsis of the contentof the evidence,
(3) author of quotation, (4) author's qualifications, (5) source, (6) date of publication, (7)
page, (8) one central concept of evidence, (9) initials of student researcher and con-
secutive number of total evidence cards researched by this debater.

16



8 Getting Started

The research process outlined here must continue throughout the
year. Any topic will undergo substantial changes as the school year
progresses. Professor Henderson's warning from the 1979-1980 ERIC
First Analysis on a prior high school topic is still a valid observation:

Those of you beginning to debate the new topic will want to
broaden your reading, consider the implications of this first analy-
sis, and discuss .the potential implications with others. A debater
should never rely on a narrow base of information, whether it be
a compilation of viewpoints' similar to First Analysis, a single
news source such as a news magazine, a debate quote handbook,
or the coach of a debate squad. Insteadthe debater must broad-
en her or his understanding of the political context within which
the subject is being debated, and then exhibit that understanding
to the reasonable, prudent, thinking individual who serves as
judge for the debate.6

If the following chapters establish the framework for formillating a
systematic consideration of this topic, their purpose has been accom-
plished.

17



2. The Problem Area: Poverty
in the United States

How can the federal government best decrease poverty in the
United States?

Overview

Until the Great Depression of the 1930s, the responsibility for meet-
ing the needs of the poor was left to a large extent with the local com--
munity, church, and family. The American myth of corporate
millionaires who began their business careers as-newly arrived immi-
grants allowed n,, room for a permanent underclass. This "rags to
riches" story was populated with those who were poor because of
circumstances beyond their controlthe widowed, orphaned, or disk
abled. These uqortunates would be reliant on the county poorhouse
or private charities for care if they had no family to provide for them.
The severe econo ic dislocations of the 1930s led to large scale gov-
ernment programs 0 provide jobs for the employable and income
support for the needy who were unable to work. Douglas, Greenwald,
editor in chief for the Encyclopedia of Economics notes, "Most social
legislation during and after the Depression assumed that'poverty
would be limited to a small group of people with little attachment to
the labor forceretired, disabled, and widowed persons..These peo-
ple would be cared for by the income support system established by
the Social Security Act of 1935."1 In the early 1960s, the public was
shocked to discover widespread poverty in the midst of prosperity.
The concern of Presidents Kennedy and Johnson led to the "War on
Poverty" beginning in 1964. Since that time, programs to aid the poor
have grown from $2.2 billion in 1965 to over $72.5 billion in 1980.

Every American president since Johnson has' tried to reform this
complicated welfare system. Most have met with only limited suc-
cess. Greenwald explains why little progress has been made:

Congressional conservatives shunned the high budgetary costs
and the reliance on work incentives rather than work require-
ments in these proposals. They also objected strongly to the con-
sequence of keeping benefit reduction rates reasonably low
lower-middle-income people would have been eligible under some
proposals. Liberals would not back programs which offered less-

18
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10 The Problem Area: Poverty in the United States

than-poverty-line incomes to those who could not work and re-
duced payments below the amounts available under some existing
programs. A political stalemate enSued.2

This impasse continues to exist under the Reagan administration. So,
debaters will once again have the opportunity to argue modifications
in our public policy toward poverty.

This chapter will concentrate on a nuirnber of general issues which
are common to the problem area and three specific debate resolu-
tions. Initially, the basic difficulty with defining or measuring poverty
will be explored. Then the question of which level of government, if
any, should be involved with attempts to eliminate this problem will
be addressed. Third, the issues involved with targeting these reforms
tq U.S. citizens will be noted. Finally, budgetary and spending issues

"' be briefly discussed.

Poverty

Who is poor? The Encyclopedia of EconOrnics notes: "Poverty is'a
condition of material deprivation, usually defined- as a lack ofinoney
income relative to some poverty threshold."3 This level of need is in
relation to the economic resources available to other members of so-
ciety. An explanation of this concept is offered in a recent edition of
America magazine:

Poverty is a relative term. Most people who would be considered
poor in the United States are, when compared with other coun-
tries or other historical periods, relatively well off. Refugees
starving in the third world would look on our poor with envy. On
the other hand, the unequal distribution of wealth in even a pros-
perous society means that some are poorer than others.4

Despite problems in determining who is poor, it is extremely impor-
tant that some poverty line be drawn. Donald Chambers, professor of

social welfare at Kansas University,./explains:

Any attempt to discuss poverty as a social problem must begin
with its definitionone that treasures the demarcation of the
poor from the nonpoor. Moreover, what is needed is some public
consensus about what constitutes povertythat is, a social norm
about where poverty begins and ends.5

Depending on the definition of poverty which is utilized, between 14

miilion and 45 million Americans are poor. A potential variation of
over 30 million people who might be eligible for the benefits advo-
cated by most affirmative teams is a significant policy issue on t is

year's topic.

19



The Problem Area: Poverty in the 'United States 11

Measurement

Poverty is both a fixed and a relative economic term. The U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau reports a fixed income measure of poverty. For an urban
family of four, the poverty line in 1982 was $9,682 a year. By this
measurement, over 34 million Americans lived in poverty. This index
is adjusted upward to account for changes in the Consumer Price In-
dex (CPI) and reflects a minimum or subsistence level of existence.
An example of a relative measure of poverty is provided by the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics' data which indicates "the average family
needs $15,323 to maintain even a low standard of living and $25,407
to live mod-erately, while $38,060 would purchase a high standard of
living. The median income for a family of four was $24,332 in 1980."6

These figures compare how certain families relate to the incomes
generated by others. Professors Danziger and Gottschalk indicate that
one relative concept of poverty would include all those families with
less than half of the national median income.'

The "official" poverty index is the one offered by the U.S. Census
Bure'au. An August 1983 article in Forbes explained the history of this
measurement:

The official poverty level was first set in 1961 when the Social Se-
curity Administration devised an economy food plan with the Ag-
riculture Department, set at the cost of a minimum adequate diet.
On the assumption that a family spends one-third of its income on
food, this figure was then multiplied by three. Since then it has
been adjusted only to cover inflation.8

Forbes went on to describe the particular survey methodology used
to determine these poverty statistics:

In theoretical terms, the poverty statistics are thought to be pret-
ty good. They are collected through monthly Labor Force inter-
views for the Current Population Survey, where 61,500 house-
holds are interviewed. Every March a supplemental interview is
included, some by phone, some in person. The 1,500 interviewers
are said to be among the best-trained in America. Each household
in the survey is interviewed for four months and, after an eight-
month gap, for four more months.9.

Despite the existence of this "official" poverty line, it has not been
used to determine benefits for most major income maintenance pro-
grams. ,For example:

In the last ten years, almost none of the programs for Aid to Fam-
with Dependent Children (AFDC) had a needs standard for

determining cash benefits that was equal to the poverty line; most
proirams have been substantially less generous.

20



12 The Problein Area: Poverty ,in the United States

None of the major social insurance programs (Social Security;
Old Age, Survivors, and Disability Insurance (OASDI); unem-
ployment compensation; and workmen's compensation) are relat-
ed to the poverty line. All these programs are based on workers'
contributions.
None of the benefit standards of the Supplemental Security In-
come (SSI) program for the aged, disabled, and blind are equal to
the poverty line in any given year; they are less by some $900 to
$1,000.
The federal food stamp program has, over the years, allowed re-
ceipt of benefits by persons or families with incomes 12 to 25 per-
cent above the poverty line.'0

This widely publicized index developed by the Census Bureau is used
by, the press and politicians as a yardstick for gauging the number of
individuals who need government aid or assistance. However, this
statistic is only marginally successful in measuring poverty.

Errors

There are hazards involved in the use of any data. These difficulties
are multiplied when referring to poverty statistics, which "are proba-
bly the worst federal statistics ever developed," says presidentiatspe-
cial assistant Robert Carleson." The most common indictment of
these statistics is that they do not 'adequately measure poverty. For
example, in deciding who is above or below this line, the statistics do
not count the value of noncash transfers (in-kind benefits) such as
food stamps, school lunches, Medicaid, or subsidized housing. "Nor
does it include the income value of assets such as a house or the pos-
sibility of drawing on savings. "12 The magnitude of these noricash
transfers is revealed by the results of a 1979 Census Bureau survey:

Using statisticsrom 1979, the .Census_B_ureau_found that under --

its current method. of measuring poverty there were 23.6 million
poor people, 11.1 percent of the population. But when a dollar
value was applied to in-kind benefits from the Government, based
on what it would cost to buy these benefits in, the marketplace,
the number of poor people dropped to 13.6 million, 6.4'percent of
the population.13

Another problem is that the food budget originally used as the base
for the poverty staiStic was not adequate to sustain nutritional needs.
Mollie Orshansky, the economist employed by Social Security to de-
velop the initial "poverty" line in 1962, concedes that the food bud,
get used was not the standard low-income budget but a special "econ-
omy" budget that nutritionists said was only for emergency short
term use. In addition, the actual official poverty line 'was set 20 to 25
percent below the U.S. Department of Agriculture's benefit level.

el
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The Problem Area: Poverty in the United States 13

Orshansky believes that the cumulative effect of this underestimation
of food needs results in a poverty index which is currently 40 percent
too low."

A final general concern centers on the use of the Consumer Puke
Index to adjust the poverty line. The CPI is a measurement of the
prices for a fixed "market basket" of goods and services established
ten years ago. Buying habits have changed since then and the CPI
market basket contains items such as mortgage payments which are
not likely to be purchased by the poor. In addition, the CPI is not a
good indicator of the proportion of family income now spent on food.
"Food typically accounts for a considerably smaller fraction of family
outlays now than it did previously, so that a newly developed poverty
index would probably have to multiply minimal food costs by five in-
stead of three to establish overall need-level."15 In the other direc-
tion, the CPI has not measured the true rate of inflation for food

_items. "By 1979;2- Chambers notes, "the food index had increased 15
percent more_ than the total CPL_This resulted in the-effective reduc-
tion of the poverty line.

Impact

"16

What is the impact of our inability to determine the true number a
poor in America? At its most basic level, it will be virtually impossi-
ble to determine the true costs of proposals aimed at providing jobs or
income support to all the poor. The risk is ever present that too strict
a measure of poverty wili miss some people who are in need while an
expansive measure will include some who are not needy. A common
indictment of the status quo's approach of income maintenance is the
alleged number of freeloaders or frauds who sign up for assistance.
This problem could be greatly increased if a program of additional in-
come benefits were established.

Government Involvement

Historically, the family or private organizations operated as the first
line of defense in dealing with those in need. As a system of public or
government welfare systems developed, reliance on earlier types of
support diminished. Today the private sector does very little to meet
social welfare needs. In contrast, government involvement in the area
of human services has dramatically increased.

This section of Chapter 2 discusses the use of volunteers and Pri-
vate contributions to replace public funding for welfare. The different
levels of government involved in funding and administering jobs and

c 22
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poverty programs are then discussed, with particular attention given
to the concept of federalism.

Private Sector

During his campaign for the presidency in 1930 and his first years in
office, President Reagan has advocated an increased use of volunteers
and corporate donations to meet social needs. In the fall of 1981,
President Reagan said he was "counting on voluntary strength as we
turn from government doing for us that which we best do for our-
selves."" Not only would assistance from the private sector reduce
the expenditure of public funds, but it would also deliver services in a
manner preferred by the poor. Robert L. Woodson of the American
Enterprise Institute notes:

- -As-two-independent studies have showni-when- people -are- given- a--- .
list of eight possible sources of help, the first seven preferred are
always neighborhood peoplefamily, neighbors, hairdressers,
ministers, and the like. The poor \turn to professional agencies
only as. a last resort, yet this resource of last and least preference
is the one we have been funding.18

There have been some notable success stories involving private
poverty assistance programs: Corporations in Baltimore have pooled
resources to keep job ane, service programs operating; Dade County,
Florida, has developed a network of volunteers to give support to the
elderly; San Diego staffs recreation programs and programs for the
aged with volunteers; local community organizations have set up food
banks to aid the hungry.'9 Unfortunately, this increased reliance on
the private sector is occurring at the same time that such agencies are
undergoing their own fiscal'crisis. Federal funds which account for as
much as 35 percent of the income of nonprofit organizations
been curtailed. The recent recession has led to a leveling off of busi-
ness philanthropic activities. In addition, changes in the. federal tax
laws have reduced the tax advantage of charitable donations. The ef-
fect of these factors will cause most nonprofit organizations to reduce
their level of services. Decker Armstrong, the director of policy anal-
ysis at Public Strategies concludes: [C]onsequently, major new as-
sistance in meeting human needs by the private sector seems un-
likely."20

There are other barriers to large scale use of private welfare pro-
grams. Many organizations are not structured to effectively deliver
social services. Others may not be interested in aiding controversial
causes or providing free services which would reduce the number of
paying customers for profit making businesses such as nursing homes,
rehabilitation centers, and chi ve centers.21 What is true of organi-
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zations is also true of individuals. Cilia Brown, director of the Camp-
bell County Department of Social Services in Virginia, warns that
volunteers have their own norms and values which dictate the type of
program and people they will help.

Volunteers want to help people who are willing to help them-
selves or demonstrably cannot help themselves. Less than 10 per-
cent of all charitable gifts made annually in this country is for so-
cial services. A breakdown of how volunteers give their time
shows that 10 percent is donated to educational programs and 8
percent to health activities, while only 3 percent is given to the
social welfare field.22

Private agencies provide numerous benefits as a source for deliver-
ing social services. Professor Gronbjerg of Loyoia University of Chi-
cago cites these unique advantages of a private welfare system which
would complement government-provided assistance. However; he is
forced to conclude:

Most private welfare agencies will not.be able to meet the in-
creased demand for services and benefits without increases in in-
come and/or restructuring of their programs. Salamon and Abra-
mson (1982) estimated that nonprofit organizations would need to
increase their total revenues by 34% in 1985 over 1980 (in con-
stant dollars) to compensate for the federal service cuts. For pri-
vate philanthropy to fill the gap would necessitate an increase of
809c -90% per year in private voluntary donations. This is at least
eight times greater than the highest growth in philanthropic dona-
tions ever achieved.23

The inability of the private sector to meet the demands for social
services means that the government will remain the predominant pro-
vider of funding and delivering such programs.

Federalism

The issue of federalism is deeply involved with current discussions of
welfare reform. President Reagan haj promised 'a major change in the
relationship between the states anthe national government. This
"New Federalism" is explained by Eizenstat and Kahn:.

There were three basic components to President Reagan's origi-
nal proposal. Th. first was a "swap" by which the federal gov-
ernment would assume full financial responsibility for Medicaid,
while the states would assume full responsibility ror the food
stamp program and Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC). The second was a "turn-back" to the states of about
forty categorical and block grant programs. The third was a tran-
sitional trust fund, to be phased out by 1991, that ostensibly;'
would equalize for the states the advantages and disadvantages/
resulting from the swap. The fund would also provide funding ini-
tially for the turn-back programs.24

24
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Federalism refers to the sharing of responsibilities between the
state and federal government. This year's problem area and debate
resolutions ci.ri for the federal government to be the agent of change
for income maintenance or guaranteed employment. In this context.
the "federal government" usually refers to the national government
housed in Washington. D.C., as contrasted to the various fifty states.
The thrust of these propositions is to keep the federal government a
major force in this area of domestic policy, a position opposed by our
current president. Reagan supports a return of domestic affairs to the
states who were primarily responsible for the welfare of their citizens
before the New Deal" of the 1930s.

The issue of which level of government is responsible for the provi-
sion of assistance to citizens is as old as the debate between Madison
and Hamilton on the role of the federal government. In The Federalist
No. 45) Madison described his view of dominance of the states:

The powers delegated by the proposed Constitution to the federal
government are few and defined. Those which arc to remain in
the state governments are numerous and indefinite. . . . The
powers reserved to the several states will extend to all the objects
which. in the ordinary course of affairs, concern the lives. liber-
ties, and properties of the people. and the internal order, im-
provement. and prosperity of the state.25

Hamilton. however, relied on the general welfare clause to argue for
broader powers for the federal government: "The phrase is as com-
prehensive as any that could have been used because it was not fit
that- the constitutional authority of the Union. to appropriate its reve-
nues. should have been restricted within narrower limits than the gen-
eral welfare, and beCause this necessarily embraces a vast variety of
particulars which are susceptible neither of specification nor of defini-
tion:"26 Hamilton's position was accepted by the Supreme Court in
the 1930s and is the basis for extensive national involvement in wel-
fare and employment programs.

Compounding this ideological struggle is a question of which level
of government can best meet the present needs of U.S. citizens. it is
claimed that the states are loser to the people. better able to respond
to true needs with a minimum of red tape. and more capable of devel-
oping innovative approaches to solving problems. It is also claimed
that only the federal government has sufficient resources to fund ma-
jor domestic programs with an ability to eliminate program disparities
between states. Eizenstat and Kahn criticize Re4gan's approach to
federalism and offer their own idea:

The president is correct in calling for a new federalism and focus-
ing attention upon intergovernmental relations. It is time for a
new federalism. but not President Reagan's version. Rather, a
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new federalism must recognize greater national uniformity of in
come- maintenance programs: continued federal assumption of re-
sponsibilities states, localities, and the private ector are unable
or unwilling to perform: further program reform consolidation
zuld simplification at the federal. levek'greater state respon-
sibilities for programs with a primarily local impact: and more
state and local discretion in administration.=7

The issues involved with federal involvement in welfare and employ-
ment are sure to he vigorously debated in many rounds during the fo-
rensic's season.

U.S. Citizens

All three debate resolutions call for changes in policy for U.S. cit-
izens. In the United ,States.. citizenship is defined by the Fourteenth
Amendmersto_the Constitution as follows: "All persons born or nat-
uralized in the United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof
are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they re-
side."2" This definition and, by extension, the.debate resolutions.
dude refugees and immigrant aliens. These groups are a large seg-
ment of the American population. Seve2cal hundred thousand -
Vietnamese. Cuban. and Haitian refugees-have arrived in the United
States during the past decade. In addition. 270,000 other legal immi-
grants are allowed into the U.S. each year.29 There arc also between
3 and 1$ million illegal aliens living and working in the United
States)" Thus, the number of noncitizens who may need the benefits
of affirmative plans is quite significant. However, a strict reading of
the terms of the proportions would deny access to these millions of
noncitizens.

Present System

The status quo offers' a mixed set of prOgrainS to those who 'are not
U.S. citizens. David North. the director of the Center for Labor and
Migration Studies for the New Trans Century Foundation, provides
the following general information:

Refugees have government-recognized needs and therefore het -
ter-than-average access to income-transfer programs.

Legal immigrants are treated almostbut not quitelike citizens
in income-transfer programs.
Illegal immigrants are eligible for most social insurance program
benefits and are generally ineligible for most welfare programs.

Nonimmigrants' eligibility for income-transfer programs varies
widely from program to program and from nonimmigrant class to
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nonimmigrant class. sNonimmierants are admitted temporarily to
pursue a particular activity. for example. diplomats, tourists. stu-
dents.

The eligibility of refugees and immigrants for existing income support
programs is vividly presented in Table I.

Policy Implications

Those pressures which lead to both legal and illegal emigration to the
United States will continue for the future. James Fa lloWs notes:

According to the International Labour Organization, the total la-
bor force of the Third World county.... will be 600 million to 700
million people larger in the year 200 than it was in 1980. To em-
ploy all those additional workers. t' :! developing countries would
have to create more jobs than now exist in Western Europe,
Japan. the United States, the Soviet Union, and the other indus-
trialized nations combined. Obviously, that will not happen, and
some of those who cannot find work, especially in Latin Amerida,
will decide to leave.32

The challenge which confronts the policymaker is to design income-
transfer programs which will not encourage illegal immigrants to stay
in the country by subsidizing them, or exploit this class of workers
throligh tax payments without benefits.33 This careful balance must
he found as affirmative teams develop their plans. There is some evi-
dence of welfare fraud by illegal immigrants:

While most surveys of illegal immigrants showed low welfare use
rates, Maurice D. Van Arsdcl of the University of Southern Cal-
ifornia found, in hi,; study of a large group of illegal aliens in Los
Angeles who had sought to legalize their status*(that 8.9 percent
of the men and 18.5 percent of the women had received welfare
(not further defined).
Matching the social security numbers of a small group of illegal
immigrants (147) apprehended in California in 1975, the California
Employment Development Department found that 49 percent had
sotight and 35 percent had received unemployment insurance
benefits in subsequent years.
The Los Angeles County Department of Public Social Services
reported that, in the twelve-month period ending June 30, 1980,
19.088 claims filed by aliens were denied on the grounds of illegal
presence in the nation. Had these claims not been detected, they
would have cost about $50 million that year.34

Other data d nonstrates that w e suc immigraTits-pay-taxes to sup--
port Social Security and other social service programs, they seldom
receive any benefits. Studies conducted by Jorge Bustamante of the
Colegio de Mexico and by the U.S. Department of Labor showed that
.while taxes and Social Security were withheld from the paychecks
of about 75 percent of undocumented workers, only 1.5 percent of all
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Table I

NONCITIZENS' ELIGIBILITY FOR
U.S. INCOME-TRANSFER PROGRAMS

19

Program

Civil Status

Permanent
Resident

Alien Refugee
Illegal
Alien

Naticinal
(nationally administered)

Social security
OASDI benefits
Payment of FICA tax
Card issuance

Suppldmental security
income (SSI)

Medicareh
Part A (hospital)
Part B (physician)

Earned income tax credit
(EITC)

yes
yes
yes

yes (after 3 years)a

yes
yes (after 5 years)

yes

yes
yes
yes

yes

yes
no

yes

yes
yes
no

no

yes
no

yes

Federal
(shared administration)

Aid to families with dependent
children (AFDC)

Refugee cash assistance (RCA)
Food stamps
Medicaid
Unemployment insurance (UI) .

yes (after 3 years)
roc
yes

varies"
yes

yese
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no

State
(stateflocally-administered)

Workers' compensation
General assistance (GA)

(in some states only) . ,

Temporary disability insurance

yes

yes
yes

yes

yese
yes

yest

variesg
yesh

SOURCE: Adapted from David S.,North with Jennifer R. Wagner, Imnfgration and
Income Transfer Policies in th4,V.S.: An Analysis of a Nonrelationship (Washington:
New Trans Century Foundation,1980), Tab leS 4, 5, and 6.

a. See text.
b. Responses relate to those whb arc covered by Medicare because they are insured

by OASDI. Different rules apply to those 20,000 or so persons who buy Medicare cov-

erage directly.
c. Only permanent resident aliens whO are also refugees are eligible.

lidwly"Strived Wediffied
lack of either SSI or AFDC eligitility.

e. Reimbursed in all states out of federal refugee funds.
1. Except in Vermont.

See Table 2.
h. Except in New Jersey.

From: David North, Public Welfare, Winter 1982, p. 31.
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such individuals received food stamps, only 4 percent got unemploy-
ment compensation and only 4.5 percent had ever used public health
sel:vices."35 Regardless of the current use of such social services,
those advocating a new system of guaranteed income maintenance or
employment must be careful not to increase the incentive for emigra-
tion to the United States.

On the other hand, exclusion of noncitizens who are refugees and
legal immigrants from a new federal income program would eliminate
an important source of support for these hundreds of thousands of
people. This problem would be multiplied greatly if current programs
are abolished or consolidated to fund the costs of new affirmative pro-
posals. A very real risk is created that a plan to reduce the impact of
poverty for U.S. citizens would dramatically increase the incidence of
poverty for refugees and immigrants. If employment programs are
created, care must be taken that discrimination against naturalized
citizens does not occur.

Budget and Spending

This final section of the chapter will briefly examine two general argu-
ments against funding income support or employment programs. The
first issue centers on the impact of new spending programs on the
federal budget. President Reagan has indicated that he will not raise
taxes to reduce the budget deficit36 and that the only avenue open is
to pare spending. Debaters should explore the effects of reduced lev-
els of support for other domestic or military programs if a massive
new income maintenance or employment proposal were to become
law. In general, negative teams will argue that low priority spending
programs would be curtailed or eliminated with the imposition of the
affirmative plan. Lawmakers have other proposals including cutbacks
in the military budget, increase in user taxes, freezing physician's
fees under Medicare, or across-the-board reductions in all spending
programs.37

Another issue raised involves the microeconomic spending deci-
sions of the poor if their cash income were increased. Fears range
from claims that those below the poverty line would spend extra in-
come on high-priced luxury goods to assertions that funds would be
squandered on alcohol, tobacco products, and junk food. An exam-
inatiorufsonsunicr .P undcr.inconc_sgslis.lribmtipn
grams by John Moeller concludes:

The results do not suggest that low income consumers will squan-
der payments unnecessarily on sin goods and luxuries since the
majority of NIT-induced expenditures are for basic necessities
and other nondurables. There is no strong evidence that the infla-
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tionary energy industries will receive excessive stimulation from
an NIT program, although the NIT does have an expansionary in-
fluence on the economy as a whole, particularly if it is deficit -fi-
nanced.'"

21

There are a number of other studies on consumer spending patterns
which should be researched before the debate year begins.

Conclusion

This chapter has concentrated on common issues shared by all three
specific debate resolutions under the poverty and employment prob-
lem area. The next chapter will examine the first and second debate
propositions which advocate similar types of income assistance.
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3. Income Maintenance Proposals

Resolved: That the federal government should guarantee a min-
imum annual cash income to all United States cit-
izens.

Resolved: That the federal government should adopt a negative
income tax to assist all United States citizens living
in poverty.

Basic Concept

The first and second debate propositions both deal with the same is-
sue of providing minimum cash incomes to United States citizens.
These resolutions were significantly behind the employment proposi-
tion in the February voting tabulated by the National Federation. It is
extremely unlikely that either the guaranteed annual income (GAI) or
the negative income tax (NIT) will be debate topics next year. How-
ever, both topics require an exploration of important social and politi-
cal issues which directly affect the need for federally guaranteed jobs.

While both the GAI and the NIT will be treated alike, there are
two important distinctions between the resolutions which must be
mentioned. First, the GAI proposition is not restricted to citizens liv-
ing in poverty. An income guarantee could be set at any level which
an affirmative could justify whether above or below official poverty
lines. A-second distinction is one of form rather than substance. The
GAI would be part of the expenditure budget of the federal govern-
ment while the NIT would be a credit on revenues during the collec-
tion of taxes. The impact on the pool of funds available for other bud-
geted programs would be the same regardless of whether the subsidy
occurs before or after tax revenue is deposited in the Treasury for
disbursement to the public.

This similarity between the GAI and the NIT is reinforced when
the- phrase "negative income. tax'-'-is defined . --The Dictionary_of_Busi,

ness and Economics defines negative income tax as "a form of wel-
fare payment whereby all low-income individuals and families receive
a direct cash subsidy from the government that is sufficient to raise

ee-Te VeT71 the DTCtionary ofICIodekn Economia--
provides a more elaborate definition:

Negative Income Tax. An income maintenance scheme in which
individuals or households with an income which falls below some

22
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"break-even" level receive payments, the level of payment being
related to the level of income. Those with no other income thus
receive a guaranteed minimum. The guaranteed minimum income
level may be calculated from the break-even level of income and
the rate which relates the "negative tax" payment to income.
This type of scheme is formally identical to the tax credit system
since it is composed of the same elements: (1) a guaranteed mini-
mum (2) a tax rate (3) a break-even point.2

As these definitions demonstrate, modern economists consider the
GAI and the NIT as the same policy proposition.

Present System

The present system is best characterized as offering a multifaceted
approach to solving the problems associated with poverty and unem-
ployment. Unlike the GAI and NIT which offer cash income, govern-
ment programs now provide both cash and in-kind assistance as well
as access to low-cost social' services. For example, Social Security

ii
and Supplemental Security Income from the federal goi,erimient and
Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), w ich is admin-
istered and partially funded by the states, all provide., ash to eligible
recipients. Among the in-kind programs are: federallY funded Medi-
care and state-administered Medicaid, which pay the hospital and
doctor fees for the aged and the poor, and food stamps, which pro-
vide subsidized purchases of food goods, for approximately 22 million
low-income Americans. The federal government also supplies block
grants to the states to develop low-cost child care, recreation, hous-
ing, and nursing home services for the needy.

In addition, while the debate propositions call for action by the
federal government, the status quo involves every level of govern-
ment in establishing, funding, or administering povertyyrograms. So-
cial Security, Supplemental Security Income, and Medicare are en-
tirely federal programs. AFDC, food stamps, and Medicaid receive
partial federal funding but are administered by the states. Many states
also fund and administer their own general welfare assistance pro-
grams for those ineligible for other state or federal aid.\ Table 2 pre-
sents the total per capita public social welfare expenditures for se-
lected years since 1950. This data confirms the growth in magnitude
and variety of such outlays.

Federal Rationale

This bewildering array of income and benefit programs lends itself to
claims of widespread confusion, fraud, and abuse. As noted in Chap-
ter 2, the present administration hoped to reduce the intrinsic prob-

..



Table 2

TOTAL AND PER CAPITA SOCIAL WELFARE EXPENDITURES'

UNDER PUBLIC PROGRAMS IN CURRENT AND CONSTANT (1980) DOLLARS,

SELECTED FISCAL YEARS, 195040

Fiscal year

Total exnditures

Amount

in Per

millions I capital

Per capita expenditures for--

Social

insurance

Public

aid

Health and

medical

programs

Veterans'

programs EducatiOn

.....IMMm
Other All health

social and medical

welfare care3

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975.111..1,

1977

1978

1979

1980

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970 .....

1975

1977

1978 ....

1979

$23,420.8

32,511,8

52,1063

76,928,6

145,483.9

289,369,2

359,753.6

393,705.6

429,678.5

492,231.7

$152.56

194.66

285,42

391,15

698,90

1,326,20.

1,616.19

1,750.31

1,889.58

2,140.08

$32.19

58.71

105.35

142,29

261.75

561,34

719.83

774.59

85148

994,15

$16.26

17.98

22.46

31,95

79.26

189.32-

239,30

264.05

281.25

314.71

urrent dollars
*awrgdMIEWM61..M.1MwoMmbnI

$13.14

18.58

24.45

31.76

'46,88

81.52

96.43

103.31

111,65

122.25

$44.18

28.46

29,52

30.30

43.16

7732

84.71

87.04

89.83

923

1$43.47

66.68

96.43

142.73

244.56

370.32

421.59

451.14

I 480.29

524.10

$2.92

3.71

6,24

10.50

19,93

31.84

,40.75

46.96

48,71

61.02

$19.97

26.47

35.03

48.48

121.32

239,91

302.87

343.37

383.53

437.81

IF

2,092

1,554 Pi

1,150

803
z

261
m

'82

45 1:

28

14
14,;

.11immermmh.......rodm,

2,002

1,414

845

540

238

70

37

25

15

1,303

999

650

447

206

61

32

22

13

ercentage increase from selected year to 1980

2,988

1,593

844

599

280

77

38

28

17

1,835

1,650

1,301

885

297

66

32

19

12

810

558

400

285

161

50

35

18

9

I

10

225

213

205

114

20

9

6

3

1,106

686

444

267

114

42

24

16

9

1,990

1,545

878

481

206

92.

/)h
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1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1977

1918

1919

1980

1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1977

1978

1979

Constant (1980) dollars

$73,650.3

90,562.1

129,940.9

178,488.6

281,945,5

413,976.0

463,003.4

473,203.8

473,715.9

492,211.7

$479,75

542.23

711.17

907.54

1,354,46

1,897.28

2,080,95

2,103.74

2;083,33

2,140.08

$101.23

163,54

262,72

330,14

507,27

803.06

926.42

931

937.68'

994,15

$51.13

50.08

56.01

74.13

153.60

270.84

307.98

317.37

310.09

314.71

$42.26

51.75

60.91

13.69

90,85

116.62

116.38

124.17

123.10

122.25

$138.93

79.28

73.62

70,30

83.64

110.62

109.02

104.62

99.04

92.50

Percentage increase from selected year to 1980

$136.70

185.74

240.47

331.16

473,95

529.79

542.59

542.24

529.54

524.10

$9.18

10.33

15.56

24.36

38,62

45.55

52.45

56.44

53.70

61.02

$62.80

73,73

81.36

112.48

235.12

343.22

389.79

412.70

422.86

437.81

568

444

279

176

75

19

.6

4

4

346

295

201

136

58

13

3

2

3

882

508

278

201

96

24

7

7

6

516

528

462

325

105

16

2

_1

1

189

, 136

101

66

35

5

5

-2
_1

- 33

17

26

32

11

16

-15

- 12

-7-

283

182

118

58

11

-1

-3

-3

-1

565

491

292

ISO

58

34

16

8

14

597

494

401

289

86

28

12

6

4

'Excludes expenditures within foreign countries for OASDHI and Civil

I for data including foreign payments.

2lncludes housing, not shown separately here,

3Combines "health and medical care" with medical services provided

rehabilitation programs.

Source: Constantdollar expenditures based on implicit price deflators

nomic Analysis, Department of Commerce.

From: Social Security Bulletin, August 1983Nol, 46, No. 8

Service retirement benefits, veterans' programs, and education. See table

in connection with social insurance, public aid, veterans', and vocational

for personal consumption expenditures, prepared, by the Bureau of Eco-
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lems created by multiple programs by returning responsibility for wel-
fare to the states in exchange for "federalization" of medical benefit
programs. So far Congress has resisted this attempt to restructure
current efforts.

There are several advantages usually cited for retaining a strong
federal presence in the provision of support to the poor. The Adviso-
-ry-CurnifiiiSion on Intergovernmental Relations in a 1980 study pro-
vided a tripartite test to help determine which level of government
should be responsible for certain functions. The determining factors
are: the history of local, versus national involvement; the relative
amount of federal financing; and the effect of turning responsibility
over to the states which could result in destructive competition
among programs Historically, no level of government has a long his-
tory of supporting welfare programs. However, since the 1930s "the
federal government has assumed a dominant role in the formulation of
national welfare programs."4 Similarly, even after Reagan's budget
cuts, the federal government provides the bulk of welfare expendi-
tures. "Federal aid for welfare and other public assistance programs
is-ffiere-than-7-5-pereent-ef-th gov'ernniental tOtal: of tlietwifiii-a-
jor federal assistance programs, the food stamp program is virtually
100 percent federally financed; Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-'
dren (AFDC) is 54 percent federally financed."5 The final factor, the
effect of interstate competition, is especially important in discussions
about funding poverty programs. States spend over $25 billion on
welfare and in-kind assistance to the poor. Attorneys Eizenstat and
Kahn note the reality of payment disparity between states:

States vary in their capacity and desire to support welfare pay-
ments as well as in their sensitivity to recipients. Some states are
leery of increasing benefits for fear the poor will be attracted from
other states; others are tempted to cut benefits so that the poor
will move elsewhere. This has led to a crazy-quilt system in
which a welfare family in Alabama receives a $148 per month
while a similar family in California receives $601; or $392 per
month in New-Hampshii:e, but $558 in neighboring Vermont.6

Bruce Babbitt, governor of Arizona, concludes that increased
federalization of, benefit programs is the best solution. He notes that
nearly every national organization concerned with-welfare policy, in=
eluding the National Governor's Association, the Conference of State
.Legislatures,..the_Conference...of.,Mayttrs,_and..the-American-Public,-..
Welfare Association, support federal standards.and funding for the
Aid for Dependent Children (AFDC) prograrn.7 This approach also
would follow the example of other countries which base their legal
system on Anglo-American traditions. Professors Kahn and Kamer-
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man examined the income maintenance and family support policies of
seven foreign countries. They conclude:

Thus, Australia, the United Kingdom, and Israel all now have a
national, means-tested benefit for those whose income falls below
a particular level. Canada is moving in this direction; and the
United States has accomplished this for the aged and disabled,
but not for families with children. Here, the United States re-
mains an anomaly, neither reducing use of public assistance by
expanding alternative sources of income support (except for food
stamps and EITC [Earned Income Tax Credit]) nor fully stand-
ardizing and objectifying income-tested income transfers. The
United States still uses public assistance extensively, and the. re-
sult is that families in most states are much worse off than they
are in any of the other countries.8

While these may be reasonable policy justifications for greater re-
liance on the federal government, the Reagan administration's actions
since 198.1 have reduced or capped federal spending on many social
programs.

Budget Reductions

The primary reason government - funded public welfare programs are
changing dramatically is the combination of reduced budget outlays
and increased number of aid recipients. Perhaps the most significant
revisions are a result of the 1981 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act.
This federal law cut basic welfare programs by 10 percent. The Cotin-
cil of State Government's publication, The Book of the States, notes
how these reductions were achieved:

. . first, current and potential beneficiaries of these programs are
either encouraged or required to make a greater effort to suppori
themselves by working more and relying on financial sources
other than federal aid; second, state and local responsibility for
funding, as well as administering public welfare, was substantially
expanded. Put simply, the reconciliation act aimed at reduding
both the number of people assisted by public welfare and/the
federal role in providing it.8

David Stockman, head of the federal Office of Management and Bud-
get, notes that domestic spending is $60 billion lower than it would
have been under pre-Reagan budgets. The Great Society programs

joh training ancLyarious social service_grants have not been
eliminated, but "the level has been adjusted downviiard by about
20%."1°

The effect of such action is the focus of an ongoing political debate
which will be one of the campaign issues in the fall j984 presidential
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election. Associate Editor David Kirp sets the parameters of the con-

troversy:
Ever since the Reagan administration proposedand won from
Congresssubstantial cuts in social welfare programs, the impact
of those reductions has been sharply debated. Administration
spokesmen have insisted that only those who didn't really need
help were being removed [from] the public dole; the "social safe-
ty net," they argued, remained intact. f The opposition countered
with the contention that poor people would be badlyand un-
fairlyhurt.11

Several studies, including one released by the Congressional Select
Committee on Children, Youth and Families, indicate an increase in
the number of poor due to unemployment and changed priorities in
the federal budget., For exaillp1e, one out of five children and one of
two black children now liVe in poverty. The proportion of Americans
living below the official Census Bureau poverty level increased from
11.7 percent in 1979 to 15 percent in 1982. pere were over 34 million
Americans living in poverty which "means that many of the hopes
parents have for their childrenbetter health, better training and a
better standard of livingwill be weighed ever more carefully against
their financial capacity to attain them."I2 As of 1983, many of these
families were worse off than they were four years earlier. Among the
reasons for this development are funding or eligibility restrictions on
public assistance programs.

There is a ceiling on AFDC payments (150 percent of state max-
imum), a four-month limit to the modified earnings disregard, and
a more stringent ceiling on work expenses and child-care costs.
There is a new cap on food stamp eligibility. Benefit levels have
not been adequately adapted to inflation. And income supplemen-
tation for the working poor has been explicitly rejected by the
Reagan administration.13

Optimistically an improving economy; increased government reve-
nues,-and-fairly-stable-government-expenditures-for_poverty_programs_
will improve the status of the'poor. Stockman believes that Congres-
sional Democrats will not acquiesce in future budget cuts in federal
entitlement programs. Nor is there much room for significant budget

reductions as Stockman concludes:

A lot of entitlements have already been effectively cut. On Medi-
care, for instance, we've already reined in the providers of medi-
cal-servicesr-We-can-make_the_beneficiaries,pay_a little_more but
not a great deal. That's just a couple of billion. Civil service re-
tirement reform is difficult. There is $65 billion in means-tested
entitlements, such as food stamps and AFDC (Ai to Families
with Dependent Children, or "welfare"). AFDC was restructured

3
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in 1981; what more can you get out of it? With housing subsidies,
we closed down new construction, but this yields little near-term
savings.14

The next sections of this chapter will examine the major public as-
sistance programs which are the foundation of government's support
for the poor.

Social Security

The largest expenditure for social welfare is the Old Age, Survivors,
Disability and Health Insurance (OASDHI) program, better known as
Social Security. This is an entitlement program which means that
Congress has decreed-tharberrefits must be paid to all eligible per-
sons. Social Security is funded by a payroll tax on both employers
and employees and is actually a "social insurance" program. Through
tax contributions the worker and the worker's family are insured
against certain risks such as old age, physical injury, or disability.
While Social Security is usually perceived as primarily providing ben-
efits to retired individuals it is actually a broad based program which
supports disabled workers and the widows and children of deceased
employees.

In 1980, OASDHI paid out ver $121 billion in benefits to almost
36 million people. In 1981, Co gress and the president revised Social
Security to reduce costs and ighten eligibility. Again in 1983 the pro-
gram was overhauled to en re its solvency for future generations.
Even with these modificat'ons, the Social Security trust funds, ac-
cording to the Congressionr1 Quarterly Weekly Report, "are expected
to pay out $190.6 billion id fiscal 1985, an $11.4 billion increase over
1984. This is approximately one-fifth of all federal spending projected
for fiscal 1985.

The increase is the result of an additional 700,000 elderly benefici-
aries, an estimated 4.3 percent cost-of-living increase in benefit pay-
ments and higher average benefits due to the higher earnings of new
beneficiaries."15 It appears that Social Security payments are essen-
tially safe from future budget cuts. Few politicians are willing to risk
the political consequences of depriving the aged, widoWs, or-
phans of needed income. Stockman bluntly concludes:

As for Social Security, you're- not -going to- take checks out of the
mail. The best you' can do is erode their purchasing power by
capping COLAs [Cost of Living Adjustments] below the inflation
rate. But capping COLAs will take several years to have a signifi-
cant fiscal effect.:6

.38
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Those receiving disability benefits under Social Security were not
as fortunate as the aged. In 1980 Congress passed several reform
measures to eliminate abuse and fraud in the payment of disability
claims. ApprOximately SIO million would be saved by 1985 undo. this
legislation. However, the Reagan Administration sought to save al-
most 21.N/lion dollars by trimming the disability rolls. The impact of
itiese cutbacks is provided by Kirp in an editorial on the poor:

Thousands who literally weren't able to leave their homes were
axed from the disability rolls without even a face-to-face inter-
view; thousands more were chopped despite their having shown
no sign of medical improvement. Althoughbeneficial cutoffs were
frequently reversed on appealof the 470,000 individuals who
were denied disability benefits, just 190,000 have been finally ter-
minatedbeneficiaries often went many months without help
while awaiting a decision.'7

Congress is now seeking to. redress the incquitieN. created by the ter-
mination of benefits to thouSands of Americans.

Supplemental Security Income

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) is a program under the Social
Security Act which provides cash benefits to poor persons who are
over the age of sixty -five, legally blind, or permanently disabled. Pri-
or to 1974, assistance to these individuals was part of state welfare
programs. The Council of State Governments explains the reasons for
placing this program at the federal level.

The federalization lof the adult categories was designed, among
other things, to reduce the variation in benefit levels among the
states by providing a uniform national minimum benefit, stream-
line administration by lodging it in the Social Security system and
assure that benefits would keep pace with inflation by indexing
the basic federal payment to the cost-of-living. States were man-
dated to supplement the federal minimum up tc'the level of as-
sistanLe -they-were -providing-in December 1973 and could provide
optional income supplements to higher levels."

In effect, the combination of federal minimum assistance and man-
datory state contributions means that SSI provides a guaranteed an-
nual income to eligible recipients.

As of 1983, all states except Texas provided either mandatory or
optional income supplements to low income aged, blind, or disabled
citizens. The administration of these supplementary benefits changes
with each jurisdiction. Half the states contract with thiz Social Se-
curity Administration to administer their supplements while the oth-
ers either administer their own programs or combine federal and state
administration. The Department of Heakh and Human Services esti-
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mates that "about 4 million people would recess c SSI benefits averag-
ine 5189 a montn in 1985.''''

Medic arc

Another important component of the social insurance s!.-em is the
Medicare program. This federal program was established in 1965 as
part of the Social Security Act and provides health insurance cover-
age for virtually all citizens sixty-five years of.age or older. Portions,
of both hosprai and doctor bills are covered by Medicare. "Part A of
Medicare covers hospital servik.t. , and Part B (Supplemental Medical
Insurance) covers a substantial rtion of physicianS' services. Medi-
care is an entitlement program financed mainly by Social Security tax
revenues. although eligible\ persons are required to pay a deductible
for hospital services and a.20 percent co-payment on physicians'
services.-" These deductibles and co-payments, as well as limits on
the type and extent of out-patient care, work particular hardships on
low-income 'individuals. Despite these restrictions on coverage.
federal spending on health has increased. dramatically. In 1985 Medi-
care outlays alone will reach almost $76 billion, which represents the
second largest budget item in the domestic budget.

Cost increases in health disbursement programs have led to in-
creasing concerns for the long-term viability of the Medicare trust
fund. Hospital and physician fees have increased more rapidly than
inflation and the Congressional Budget Office predicted that the Medi-
care fund would be bankrupt by 1987. The Department of Health and
Human Services believes that this fund would be solvent at least
through 1989. However, a variety of reform measures have been pro-
posed to deal with long-range problems of Medicare.

Propot;.- changes include freezing Medicare physician fees for a
year, postponing eligibility kir Medicare until a month after a per-
son's 65th birthday, and increasing premium payments by bene-
ficiaries. These prOposals. together with a proposed tax on em-
ploymentbased group health benefits, were proposed in last
year's budget but never cleared by Congress),

Ntedicare is one of two major government-funded health programs.
T e other is Medicaid.

1

t

Medicaid

Medicaid is a joint federal and state venture providing payments to
doctors and facilities involved in care for the poor. In 1985 it is esti-
mated that the federal share of Medicaid will amount to $22 billion
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while states will contribute an additional S19 billion. All states now
pmvice coverage to all AFDC and SS1 recipients. Two-thirds of the
states also provide payments to meet the medical needs of "medical
indigents" who are not eligible for AFDC or SSI but who cannot af-

ford to pay their medical expenses. Three major groups are covered

by Medicaid:

Medicaid is an insurance program for poor children from single-
parent famiiizs and for their parents. This group accounts for 63
percent of all Medicaid recipients and 28 percent of Medicaid
expenditures. more than hall of which arc for children.
Medicaid is an insurance program for the blind. the physically
disabled, and the mentally retarded. This group represents less
than one-fifth of all Medicaid recipients, but 31 percent of Med-
icaid expenditures.
The Medicaid program is an insurance program for the elderly.
Although the elderly represent only.16-percent of Medicaid re-
cipients overall, long-term tare services consumed almost one-
half of all Medikaid expenditures in 1981, and Medicaid finances
almost one -halfitall nursing home care in the country.22

Medicaid payments reimburse health care providers for such services
as inpatient and "outpatient C'gre, laboratory and x-ray services,
skilled nursing'and home health care for certain individuals, physician
services, family planning, rural health clinics and health screening for
children. States may also receive funds for other services they wish
to cover. such as eyeglasses, dental care and intermediate care facili-
ty services."21 As with other assistance programs. Medicaid has been

cut back in recent years.
There were several important modifications in Medicaid brought

about by the 1981 Budget Reconciliation Act. including:

state waivers to encourage use of home anti community care fa-
cilities
state experimentatior with alternate health care delivery sys
terns
state reimbursements for hospital .42r:ices on a basis other than
reasonable costs
state limitations on freedom of choice cf health care providers

wider state discretion .in setting eligibility standards for ..Medi-
__

caid -----

incentives for cost,:ontaittnrcir.s------

Uolortunateiy. the easiest methods for containing costs are cutting
benefits and reducing eligibilitymoves already taken by most states.
A 1981 study by the Intergovernmental. Health Policy Project at
George Washington University reported that "more than 30 states
moved to cut back Medicaid benefits or provide reimbursements 'to
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limit Medica!d eligibility. Among the specific modifications are the
following:

14 states have begun charging copayments for some services

24 states have restricted the use of medical services such as lim-
iting the number of doctor, emergency room, and outpatient
visits or reducing services
11 states have limited the number cilkeimbursed hospital days

8 states have tightened eligibility criteria
19 states have limited payments to hospitals
18 states have sought to limit recipient's choice of care pro-
vider4.- 24

Medicaid provides kgood -exiiMple of the problems encountered
with interstatevaiiations in government assistance programs. Drew
Altman, assistant vice-president of the Robert Wood Johnson Foun-
dation, indicates that states have made different choices with regard
to this program.

As a result. state Medicaid programs vary significantly in the per-
centage of low-inctime persons they actually cover, ranging from
almost 100 percent of those living below the federal poverty
standard in New York, Massachusetts, and California to less than
20 percent in several southern and southwestern states . . .

As a result of this,state-by-state variation, Medicaid covers
roughly 50 percent of those living below the federal poverty
standard nationwide; it is not a comprehensive national health in-
surance prcigram for the poor.25

These disparities are also evident in another major federal-state pro-
gram. Aid to Families with Dependent Children.

Aid to Families with Dependent Children
.k-t

The Aid to Families with. Dependent Children (AFDC) program pro-
vides financial assistance to the children of indigent single-parent fam-
ilies. About half the states also supply funds for poor two-parent
families if one of the parents is unemployed. AFDC offers cash pay-
ments to over 3.5 million families representing almost 11 million indi-
viduals. A 1979 survey by the Office of Research and Statistics of the
Social Security Administration indicated that nearly 70 percent of re-
cipients were children, most were members of families living in met-
ropolitan areas and were headed by women. The $13 billion cost of
this program is shared through a combination of federal and, state rev-
enues. States set their own benefit levels and the federal government
reimburses them for share of the costs, ranging from 50 percent to 7t1
percent. Poorer states get the higher share.26
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Each state administers this program within broad federal policy
guidelines. Different eligibility requirements and benefit levels result
from this state-by-state administration. The Council of State Govern-
ments reports the variation in payntents: "In December 1980. the
average monthly payment per AFDC recipient ranged from a low of
S16.57 in Puerto Rico to a high of $162.61 in Alaska; for the country
the average monthly payment per recipient was $99.61. The average
annual payment at that time was $3,453approximately 55 percent of
the poverty line for a non-farm family of three (the size of the typical
AFDC family)..27

As with other public assistance programs, the 1981 Omnibus and
Reconciliation Act made major changes in AFDC. The goals of these
reforms were to reduce welfare expenditures while providing ade-
quate aid for the truly needy. Among the more i port t admin-
istrative revisions were the following:

states are given authority to require AFDC recipients to work
new limits are placed on the amount of earnings for work and
child care expenses which are allowed to be deducted
states are required to recover overpayments and compensate
for underpayments
new requirements for monthly reporting of recipient's income
potential
recipients are restricted to under $1000 of family resources
restricts payments to families with unemployed principal earn-
ers
child support payments can be collected to offset AFDC pay-
ments.28

The result of these statutory provisions and of reduced state pay-
ments for low-income families was a dramatic reduction in the living
standards of the poor. A report compiled by the Congressional Re-
search Service indicates that "the buying pOwer of welfare benefits
for low-income families with children has dropped 33 percent over the

past 14 years because states did not raise benefits to keep pace with
inflation.' 29 Another study by the Center for the Study of Social Pol-
icy, Columbia University, and the University of Michigan analyzed

i the cases of 776 families headed by working women in three states.
_1 All families lost AFDC payments as a resulLof recent budget reduc -.

tions. These 19 cuts nearly doubled the number of families who

lived under th poverty line.30 The benefit loss amounted to between
S1,400 and $-.700 a year in welfare payments alone, thus pushing
more families into poverty. Among the specific data cited by the Con-
gressional Study were the following:

Between 31 percent and 63 percent of the children in these fami-
lies now have no health coverage (the figure varying somewhat
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from city to city); as many as a quarter of the families have had to
do without medical treatment when there was illness in the fami-
ly. Over half report running out of food with no
money to buy more. Some families can't afford o buy clothing
that their children can wear outside the home. As as a third
of the families have had their phone service cut o , lost their gas
or have gone without electricity because they can't pay their
bills.3'

Eligibility for one program, such as AFDC, often is a condition for
receiving other benefits, such as Medicaid. Thus, stiffer 'standards for
one component of government assistance will cause a ripple °Ere-
movals from related programs.

Food Assistance

A major focus of public concern in 1983 was the plight of the poor
who were reported to be starving or malnourished. An Editorial Re-
search Reports notes:

The main problem today for the naticies poor appears to be hun-
ger. In the last year evidence has pccuinulated from a variety of
sources, including church groups, charitable organizations, city
and county officials, congressional investigators and the media,
that hunger is a significant and growing problem in the United
States.32

President Reagan appointed a special task force to examine the prob-
lem of hunger in America. The panel concluded that while there was
evidence of people going without food, it was impossible to document
allegations of rampant hunger. Nor did the task force find evidence of
widespread undernutrition among the poor. This group also recom-
mended that states be permitted to drop out of federal food aid pro-
grams and receive a block grant to allow each state to set its own pri-
orities in meeting the needs of its cities. Among other suggestions
were:

stiffer financial penalties for states that failed to bring their food
stamp error rates down to the level mandated by current law.
States not meeting the goal would have to make up the cost of
any benefits issued to ineligible persons, in addition to losing
administrative funds as they now do. However, those exceeding
the goal could keep some of the savings.
modest increases in the assets a food stamp recipient could own
and in the maximum food stamp allotment. The changes could
add about $500 million a year to the $10.9 billion food stamp
program, according to task force estimates. However,_soine of
that addition would be offset by other proposed changes.
monitoring of data on nutrition and nutritional related prob-,
lems.33

4 4
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The task force's report was challenged immediately by a number of
public interest groups who represent the interest of the poor. The
Children's Defense Fund reported "between 1978 and 1982, there had
been a 'nationwide shift away from early prenatal care for pregnant
women and towards late or no prenatal care.' Nutritional supplements
are an important component of prenatal care. The loss of early care
was blamed on budget cutbacks in federal medical programs."34 In
early 1984, the Food Research and Action Center. (FRAC) indicated:

Infant mortality for black infants remained higher than for white
and the gap between the two races was widening. Should current
trends continue, FRAC predicted, the nation would not meet a
1990 federal goal for reducing infant mortality. FRAC officials
maintained the overall improvements in the national infant mor-
tality rate masked severe problems among poor and minority
women and children.35

While it might be difficult to discover exact statistics on the number
of poor in the United States who go without nutritious food, surveys
conducted by state and local agencies and private groups indicate dra-
matic increases in the number of clients at soup kitchens, food pan-
tries, and emergency feeding centers. The New Republic notes:

The General Accounting Office, Congress's investigative arm,
visited twenty-eight emergency food centers around the country
in June and found that "in almost all cases, the emergency food
centers were serving more today than in the past." The U.S.
Conference of Mayors, representing mayors of both parties,
termed hunger the single greatest problem facing U.S. cities. An-
other study by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health
estimated that between 10,000 and 17,500 poor children in the
state had their growth stunted as a result of chronic malnutri-
tion.36

The government assumes a huge role in feeding the needy. Over
$17 billion was spent in 1983 by the federal gove\rnment on food aid.
John Bode, deputy assistant secretary for food nn consumer services
for the U.S. Department of Agriculture, told Coniss that food as-
sistance programs or subsistence are responsible for providing 95 mil-
lion meals a day.37 President Reagan is proposing a 1985 budget
which would modestly reduce the total amount of funds allocated to
food and nutrition programs. The Congressional Quarterly Weekly
Report notes:

The budget proposes outlays totaling $17.2 billion in fiscal 1985
for food progran And a nutrition information service, compared
with $k7.6 billion tor fiscal 1984. The reduction is attributed part-
ly to reduced need because of the economic recovery, and partly
to proposed savings that are modest in comparison with earlier
Reagan cuts.38
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The president has also requested a $1 billion supplemental approprih-
tion for this year to maintain these programs at current levels. Nancy
Amide of FRAC contends that another $2 billion is needed this year
to imprsive the diet of the poor.39 Table 3 presents information on the
funding and scope of various foods and nutrition programs.

Food Stamps

Food stamps represent the largest item in the federal budget estab-
lished to assist the poor in securing a proper diet. In 1983 a monthly
average of 22 million indigents were helped to purchase food with a

Table 3

FUNDING FOR GOVERNMENT FOOD
AND NUTRITION PROGRAMS

(in millions of dollars)

J Women,
Child Food Infants

Fiscal Food Nutri- Dona- . and
Year Stamps tion* tions** Children Total

1969 $ 228.9 $ 313.8 $ 601.8 $ 0 $ 1,144.5
1970 549.7 419.5 558.5 0 1,527.7

1971 1,522.7 663.1 580.4 0 2,766.2
1972 1,797.3 892.4 586.1 0 3,275.8
1973 2,131.4 1,065.3 559.5 0 3,756.2
1974 2,718.3 1,270.9 548.3 11.1 4,548.6
1975 4,385.5 1,593.2 434.1 89.3 6,502.1
1976 5,326.5 1,926.6 500.9 155.5 7,909.5
1977 5,067.0 2,196.1 641.2 256.5 8,160.8
1978 5,139.2 2,424.3 775.5 387.7 8,726.7
1979 6.480.2 2,660.2 855.6 527.3 10,523.3
1980 8,685.4 2,843.1 1,151.8 739.4 13,419.7

1981 10.632.8 3,238.5 1,208.4 888.0 15,967.7
1982 10,409.0 2,775.1 1,237.1 957.6 15,378.8
1983# 11,858.0 3,028.0 1,750.5 1,160.0 17,796.5

1984# 11,054.0 3,183.0 1,304.0 1,060.0 16,601.0

'includes school and breakfast, child care, summer food and special milk programs.
**Includes commodities distributed under school lunch, summer food, child care,

needy families, supplemental food, charitable institutions, Indian, elderly nutrition and
cash-in-lieu of commodities. programs. Years 1978-84 include Agriculture Department
purchases for agricultural price support programs and/or programs to remove perisha-
ble commodity surpluses from the market.

# Estimates
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture Food and Nutrition Service records compiled
by U.S. General Accounting Office.

From: Editorial Research Reports, September 30, 1983.
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subsidy through the use of food stamps. There are several unique as-
pects of this program which differentiate it from other government as- ,
sistance. For example, it is completely federally funded, although ad-
ministration is shared with the states. Fo 6d stamps also are available
to all poor persons, not just those eligible for AFDC or SSI.

The 1981 udget Reconciliation Act /made a number of significant
changes in f od stamps to tighten elig'bility' Included were the fol-
lowing revisions:

(1) disqualifying any household with, gross income above 130 per-
cent of the federal poverty line, elxcept for those with elderly
members whose eligibility is using a "net income"
(i.e., after certain income deducti ns have been taken) test; (2)
prohibiting boarders and children/living with their parents under
age 60 from qualifying as separate households; and (3) excluding
strikers from participation in the

/
imogram.40

These modifications were made tb stem the tide of fraud discovered
in this program. A 1983 Government Accounting Office report esti-
mated that over $1 billion a year was lost through abuse of the 'food
stamp system.'" The president has tried to convince Congress to
make the states pay for a portion of the funds erroneously granted.
However, he has not yet been successful in his efforts.

Food stamps are budgeted for $10.8 billion in 1985. This represents
a $500 million decrease from this year. This decline is based on pro-
jected reductions in demand for food stamps and on passage of Rea-
gan's state repayment proposal. Demand will be reduced for this pro-
gram through a combination of economic growth reducing the number
of pool' and the 1981 eligibility requirements which alone will elimi-
nate about one million potential recipients.

Other Food Programs

Many other governmentfod assistance programs exist, ranging from
commodity giveaways/ to diet and nutrition education. The Special
Supplemental Food Oogram for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
provides monthly/food packages to pregnant women, infants, and
children up to fold years old. The $1.1 billion program serves about

*/ "42 Eligibility2.5 million Amer cans. for WIC-is basedibpon two crite-
ria: income no/ore than 185 percent of the poverty line and a past
history of nutritional problems such as anemia or low birth weight in-
fants. Other ood and nutrition programs include:

Schoq Luncha $3 billion-a-year program that will provide gov-
ernment-subsidized lunches to 22.9 million eligible schoolchildren
in 983.
S hool Breakfasta $327 million-a-year program that will pro-
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vide government-subsidized breakfasts to 3.4 million eligible
schoolchildren.
Nutrition Educationa $7 million program that will provide nu-
trition education to 3 million children, 118,000 teachers and
60,000 school food service personnel.
Summer Food Programa $99 million program that provided
lunches to 1.4 million children in needy areas this summer [1983]

when school was not in session.
Child-Care Food Programa $334 million endeavor providing
federal funds for meals served to some 1 million children in day-

care centers.
Commodity Supplemental Food Prograna $32 million program
that will provide monthly food packages to about 135,000 preg-
nant women and young children this year [1983]. ,The program is
similar to WIC, bat provides the actual food rather than a vouch-
er and distributes a greater variety of food than is available
through WIC.
Special Milk Programa $20 million program that provides cash
assistance to states to reimburse schools, child-care institutions
and summer camps for milk served to children.
Food Distributionprovides commodities for the programs listed
above plus $52 million to serve some 90,000 needy persons on In.
dian reservations and $100 million to provide 184 million meals
for the elderly.43

Many of these areas also were cut back under the Reagan Admin-
istration. An Atigust 1983 Congressional Budget Office study noted a
28 percent reduction for child nutrition programs and a drop of 3 mil-
lion participants in the school lunch program after new eligibility rules
were promulgated." For 1985, the president has planned slight reduc-
tions in funding_for_WIC_anci_child nutrition areas of the budget'.

Special Services and Other Income Assistance Programs

There are numerous government social service grants and low-income
assistance programs which have not been mentioned. A few of the
more important ones will be briefly discused in this section of the
chapter.

Housing.

A 1982 survey by the U.S. Conference of Mayors found that Ow; basic
human necessities of food and nshelter led the list of emergecy serv-
ices

-

ices needed by most cities. While there is no rfficial statistic on the
number of homeless in America, experts believe that berween 500,00
to 2 million people have no real home.45 Increasing unemployment
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and loss of income only partially accounts for what is literally a tide
of street people. \Other reasons incluide the accelerated deinstitu-
'tionalization of patnts from mental hospitals who have no place to
go when released intec the community, the removal of former mental
patients from Social Security Disability rolls, the acute shortage of
low income housing, the reduced federal subsidies for construction of
new low-income houses and apartments, and the public opposition to
construction of low rent units for the poor and of group residential
homes for released mental patients. Private groups are spending al-

, most $500 million a year on providing shelter. Cities and counties are
beginning to allocate additional resources for construction of low-in-
come municipal shelters or for housing vouchers. Yet these efforts
are not enough. Kim Hopper, research associate for the Community
Service Society of New York notes: "More and more people are
being pushed to the brink of having to choose between eating regular-
ly and paying the rent. Without some form of subsidy, many of, these
people will eventually wind up on the streets."46

Federal action is slow in responding to this crisis. Only a small per-
centage ofhousing units are owned publicly, and federal subsidies go

to a small number of needy. Professors Sternlieb and Hughes from
Rutgers University offer this evidence:

Direct publicly owned housing plays a relatively miniscule role.
As of 1980, for example, only 1.3 million units, out of a total
housing inventory of 88 million dwelling units, were publicly
owned and operated. In total, about 4 million low- and moderate-
income hotiseholds were receiving some form of federal housing
subsid3, in 1980, only 5 percent of the nation's 80 million house-
holds. While state and municipal finIzncing aid has grown in im-
portance. their total input is still smalland spread to a variety of
income groups, as indeed holds true for the federal input a$

The Reagan Administration proposes a housing voucher system
which is an "earmarked income supplement to meet the gap between
some appropriate portion'of incometypically 25 percent, subject to

'certain allowancesand the market cost of extant housing. "48 Indi-
vidual members of Congress have introduced various plans to meet
the needs of the homeless. These bills include the following examples
of government assistance: grants to cities to set up emergency shel-
ters, grants to nonprofit agencies to convert existing buildings into
safe shelters, tax incentives for developers to renovate potential shel-
ters. and a job:; plan to find employment for the poor so they can af-

ford decent housing.
If the plight of the homeless continues to attract media ancips:Aitical

attention the progress of these proposed remedies must be followed in
1984. Many. of these programs are stopgap measures to meet the cur-
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rent crisis. Long-term solutions to the problems of those who lack
adequate housing are still being developed.

Energy Assistance

During fiscal year 1981, Congress enacted the Low-Income nergy
Assistance Program (LIEAP) to provide $1.85 billion in block ants
to states, Indian tribes, and the territories to help needy people ith

heating and cooling bills. Rigby and Scott of the Office of Resear h
and Statistics of the Social Security Administration provide the ra
tionale for, this income assistance proposal:

Of particular concern to Congress was the impact of these in-
creased fuel costs on the low-income population. In 1978, the per-
cent of income that the poorest households spent for energy was
more than four times that of the population as a whole. Since
low-income households spend a larger proportion of their income

on energy-related expenditures than do other households, they
lose.a larger proportion of their real incomes when energy prices
rise.
The 1981 program, unlike some of the previous federally funded
energy assistance programs, was intended primarily to reduce the
average home heating costs for low-income households.49

Low-income eligibility for this program was defined as a household in
which "one or more persons receives AFDC, food stamps, SSI or
certain veterans' benefits or to households with incomes that do not.
exceed 150 percent of the state poverty level or 60 percent of the.
state median income, whichever is higher. The state must publicize
the program, with special emphasis on notifying elderly and handi-
capped persons.""

Under LIEAP, over 7 million households received heating as-
sistance and 400,000 received cooling assistance at a cost of $1.56 bil-

lion to the federal government. After repeated attempts to cut this
program, the president has recommended funding LIEAP at its 1981

leve1.51

Social Services

Social services differ from income assistance programs such as AFDC

or SSI in that aid is given in the form of offering a service rather than
a cash payment. Among those social services focused on the poor are
day care,- counseling, recreation centers, family planning, preschool
education, nutrition education, and protective services.52 Title 20 of
the Social Security Act authorizes a Social Services Grant which in
1981 was transformed into a block .grant. This means that federal
funds are made available to the states for discretionary spending on a
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broad range of services. The 1981 Budget Reconciliation Act also es-
tablished a new community services block grant to states which was
funded at $389 million a year, a 25 percent cut from the-previous
year.

Many of the programs consolidated into these two block grants
were started in the 1960s under President Johnson's Great Society
plan. The present administration proposes a total of $5.371 billion for
social services for the aged, families, and others in 1985. This repre-
sents a decline of $642 million from 1984. The Social Services Block
Grant would be funded at $2.7 billion, a slight increase over this
year's budget.53

General Assistance

Many states pr6vide their own general assistance or welfare for those
who do not qualify for other federal or state programs. Depending on
their economic situation, from 500,000 to 1 million people receive
some type of cash or in-kind aid from states and localities. As with
other programs involving state discretion, payments between states
vary widely.

Welfare-Work Ethic

Me preceding analysis of various cash and in4cind government as-
sistance programs demonstrates the ambiguity of welfare in America.
While the truly needy should be given assistance, the public must be
ever vigilant that only the destitute receive subsidized aid. Compas-
sion for the poor is mixed with resentment because of the belief that
some people have it too easy.

It seems that no one is really pleased with the delivery of assist-
ance to the poor. Keeley and Robins, senior economists at SRI Inter-
national. note: "There is a growing consensus that current welfare
programs are inequitable, have undesirable social and economic in-
centives, provide inadequate benefits for some, and are too complex
to administer efficiently. Furthermore, the welfare system has be-
come very costly."54 Of course, the political and social debate cen-
ters on which direction welfare reforms will take. The current ap-
proach is characterized by removal of many marginal aid recipients
from government assistance programs. Those individuals who are not
eligible for such aid would receive little help if more money were sud-
denly pumped into e*isting programs. Professors Danziger and Gotts-
chalk explain:
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The growth in transfers has been accompanied by some declines
in work effort and savings that may have contributed to sluggish
economic performanc but the magnitude of these declines is es-
timated to be small. v re cutbacks of the programs will lead to
small gains in efficien y but large increases in poverty. However,
continued expansion f current transfer programs is likely to pro-
duce increasingly small reductions in poverty because it will not
aid those among the poor who do not receive any transfers, and it
will do little to reduce pretransfer poverty.55

President Reagan and his advisers are also relying on increased eco-
nomic growth to enhance the positkm of those in poverty. However,
this could be a long%vait. Danziger concludes:

President Reagan's welfare reform has reduced AFDC case loads
and increased poverty far many welfare recipients who were mix-
ing work and welfare. The Reagan program assumes that those
who remain poor will be better off waiting for pconomic growth
to trickle down from those abe' . them rather than relying on wel-
fare and public jobs programs. However, given the recent projec-
tions of high unemployment and slow economic growth through
the mid-I980's, it is likely that the wait confronting these families
will prove to be ionger than they or the Reagan Administration

ticipate.56

h of the criticism leveled at the present system revolves
around concerns that welfare discourages recipients from finding
meaningful work. The generally held belief that something must be
done about the "welfare mess" usually reflects a deeper attitude that
many of the poor somehow choose'a life of poverty instead of gainful
employment. Sociologists Neubeck and Roach describe this concept:

The poor are seen as largely indifferent to this (work) opportunity
structure, preferring living on public handouts to working. The
conception of the poor as basically lazy and responsible for their
economic circumstances has long served as a rationale for limit-
ing the extension of financial assistance. Anything more than the
most meager and begrudgingly given aidtied to a complex set of
eligibility requirements and a constant search for "welfare
cheats"is seen as rewarding indolence, encouraging dependen-
cy on the dole, and increasing the tax burden of those who work
for a living.57

George Mason University economist Walter Williams summarizes
this view: "The poor are poor, not stupid. If you give them incentives
to be poor they will stay that way. Entitlements subsidize poverty
and anyone knows that when you subsidize something you get more
of it and when you tax something you get less."'" The particular
:'tax" which has been used to encourage thtpoortatecome prociuc=--
tive workers has taken the form of benefit reductions or workfare.
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Workfare

yr

V.Orkfare refers to "a system that requires recipients of government
assistance to 'work off' the values of their benefits in assignmentS
with government agencies or nonprofit groups."59 This is not a radi-
cal idea. Leonard Goodwin, professor of the Department of Social
Service and Policy Studies at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, docu-
ments over three centuries of proposals to put the able-bodied poor to
work. He notes the four basic propositions which serve as the foun-
dation for workfare:

I.. Welfare recipients should work for the public benefits they re-
ceive.

2. Workfare experience will improve job skills and work habits of
participants.

3. Work requirements will discourage malingerers from applying
for, or staying on. welfare.

4. Welfare rolls and costs will decline as malingerers drop out of
welfare and employable recipients gain the experience needed
to obtain a job.60

There is ample opportunity to test the validity of these proposi-
tions. Since. 1961, over twenty state and local governments have es-

tablished work reqUirements as a Condition of general assistance. In
1982, Congress authorized the states to require work as a condition
for receipt of AFDC and food stamps. Twenty-two states have moved.
to require workfare for some portion of AFDC recipients and twelve
states have experimented with pilot projects for food stamp work-
fare.6' The results of most studies of these programs indicate mar-
ginal success in meeting the goals of reducing welfare payments and
finding meaningful work for the poor.

Goodwin summarizes the results of a 1961 Bureau of Family Serv-
ices study of workfare in twenty -sIx states:

Work relief costs more in public funds than does a simple as-
sistance program. The better programs All showed evidence of
considerable expenditure for adMinistration and supervision.
Work relief by itself does not significantly reduce the assistance
rolls. It can do so only if the economy produces additional reg-
ular jobs.
Work relief projects useful to the community are likely to inter
fere with regular employment and so are difficult to justify.62.

Additional studies in the 1970s in California, Utah, and Massachusetts
reached similar condusions_Morton Sklar_of the Center foE_NatienaL
Policy Review at Catholic University notes:

Every objective assessment of workfare that has been done, in-
cluding some carried out by state governments themselves, have
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found that workfare costs more than it saves in reduced benetil.
payments. California's own assessment found that "workfare did
not prove to be administratively feasible or practical." The com-
parison of counties applying workfare with nonworkfare jurisdic-
tions found no savings through reductions in the average size of
grants or in the number of participants leaving welfare. A Bran-
deis University study of Massachusetts workfare also found no
significant reductions in welfare payments. Cosy; of 5445 per cli
ent to rim the program were not offset "either in terms of in-
creased work or reduced welfare costs," the Brandeis study con-
cluded.°

.45

Workfare has generally not improved job opportunities for welfare
recipients enrolled in the program since most of the work is menial la-
bor. However, it has raised claims that these people displace existing
paid workers and that mothers with chiWen must find child care for
their youngsters. Concern has also beetC'expressed that such arrange-
ments will not be in the best interest of the children placed in inade-
quate or dangerous cat situations.

A4 of the studies. on workfare have methodological flaws which
limit their generalization. Better designed studies evaluating new pro-
grams may provide information on the effectiveness of this policy op-
tion. Until such time- as this data is available; the conclusion that
workfare is unlikely to meet its goals s-eem-s-to-Iceflect-the-resuits-Of--
existing research. Public doubts aboat the extent of "freeloaders" un-
der the status quo's welfare system are magnified under proposals for
a guaranteed annual in-come or negatiVe income tax for the poor.

Guaranteed Income

Proposals guaranteeing a minimum income to all citizens, whether it
is achieved by assistance or a negative tax, are not new. In the late
1960s and early 1970s, these plans were the subject of heated Con-
gressional debate. The Office of Economic Opportunity in 1967 spon-
sored four pilot projects at a cost of $100 million to study the feasi-
bility,of a negative income tax. Presidents Nixon and Carter both_
proposed consolidating existing income support programs into one
universal N IT. There are existing federal assistance programs which
have the major characteristics of an income guarantee. New York
senator, Daniel Patrick Moynihan indicateS;

In 1973 a guaranteed income for the aged, blind, and disabled was
established as the Supplementary Security Income program, the
one part of :he FanulTAssistance man propOW-by-Presitt-nr
Nixon in 1969 that was enacted. Moreover, the Congressional de-
bate over FAF led to the Earned Income Tax Credit, a limited
negative income tax for the working poor.M
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Most plans for guaranteeing an income to all citizens envision the
(IA1 or NIT replacing existing welfare programs, Economist Milton
Friedman argues- "We should replace the ragbag of specific welfare
programs with a single comprehensiv:. program of income supple-
ments in cash ---a negative income tax. It would pr-ivide an assured
minimum to all persons in need. regardless of the reasons for their
raked ''m This can he done for far less than is spent on our present
m.eVare system. notes Friedman. The Urban Affairs C.Rincil agrees
that such an income guarantee "would be relatively inexpensive.
:ostIng far less than the complex of programs which we have piled
ap. one on top of the other, in recent years,'''''' Allan Sheahen. author

Gmoanteed Income Tik- Ristht to ..conomic Security. claims the
t'ollowing advantages

the adoption of a guaranteed in,oine would virtually Wipe out
ht,r4:er and poverty in Anwrit.a. It would provide economic se-
;,i.rio '0 everyone. even though. at any one time, it would he
used by only a few. It would he like an insurance policy. It %vould

e:$01 of us the assurance that. no matter what happened, we
and our tarmhes would not starve.

lln the iate 1960s1 The President's commission said that simply
one exists. one is entitled to certain inalienable human

riphtlife. liberty and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure
these rights, every t.: S. citizen should be guaranteed a minimum
incomeenough for food. shelter and basic necessities.''"

The assumptions have not..gone 'unchallenged. Consolidation and
elimination of current assistance programs would work a distinct
hardship on noncitizens who rely on these benefits. The impact of this
was discussed more fullyin Chapter 2. Claims that a federally guaran-
teed income would reduce the total amount of welfare payments can
only be assessed once the benefit level of the CIA1 is set. A new
federal program could involve substantially greater outlays of public
funds. Keeley and Robins have examined various income guarantee
levels and work incentive rates and concluded:

Costs vary widely. with the parameters of the program. The most
expensive program costs $30 billion more (in 1974i than the exist-
ing welfare system and has the participation of approximately 39
percent of all husband-wife families and 73 percent of all female-
headed families. Inc least expensive program costs only $2,2 bil-
lion more than the current welfaANsystem and has the participa-
tion of approximately 7 percent of :ill husband-wife families and
51 percent of all female headed families, In 1978 dollars. the net
cost of these programs would be 540.5 billion and S3 billion. re-
spectomly,''

It is even poisible that some recipients of a GAI or NIT would re-
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ceive :educed benefits. There are two scenarios under which this
Would occur:

if the GAl is set below the level of assistance now provided 1,y
more generous states those recipients would lose mon-J.
loopholes in the present. system enable families to take advan-
tage of very low benefit ree.iction rates whet- they also work.
The effk.ctive tax rate on work could be .-nuch higher ender a
GAi r NIT thus reducing total i^come o a family "

Perhaps the greatest problem w ith i- minimum guarantee of income
is the effect on xork i..centive.,.. If every pet-son in the United States
is provided assurance that basic needs would be met with cash as-
sistance from the fedora' government. itow many would t to find
work? :..;tiidieY have been conducted which try to provide an answer
to this important qt...-.stion.

Work :.ntives

Economic theory indicates that a universal NIT or GA I would reduce
work incentives. "The guarantee reduces hours of work because it
provides a source of income that enables families to maintain a given
level of cimisumption without having to work as many hours. The tax
rate reduces hours of work because it lowers the economic return
achie'.ed from working additional hours."7° The existence of f3ur Of-
fir: of Economic Opportunity experiments with a guaranteed income
provides a useful source of information on the "real world" effec of
sut.h a program. Robert Moffitt, assistant pr6fessor of economics t

Rutgers University describes the parameter of the pilot projects:

The experiments were conducted over a number of years in se-
lected "test bore" site across the country: New Jersey anti
Penusv!vania (1968,72): rural areas of North Carolina and Iowa
(1970-721; Seattle and Denver (1970 -78); and Gary, Indiana
(1971-74). Three of the tests were limited to specific groups of
people: only husband-wife couples were studied in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania and in the rural experiment, and only blacks in
the Gary test, although the Gary test included both couples and
families headed by women. All races and family types-were in-
cluded in the Seattle-Denver studs
The sample sizes for the experimc,,ts were: 1.300 in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania; 800 in the rurai-tests: 4,800 in Seattle-Denver:
and 1.800 in Garv.71

The particular study methodology is provided by Greenberg, Moffitt,
and Friedmann: \a.

In these experiments. families were randomly selected and as-
signed to one of ,everal experimental groups or to a control
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group. Experimental families were eligible for cash assistance
from income-conditioned cash transfer programs of varying gen-
erosity, while control families received no experimental payments
but cotitintfed to receive whatever benefits they were eligible for
under existing assistance programs.72

Results from a!1 studies indicate there was a reductLon in work
effort associated with a guaranteed income. Greenberg and his associ-
ates report: "The four negative-income tax experiments have now all
produced estimates of the effect of an NIT on the work effort of the
participants. Although varying in statistical significance and in magni-
tude, these estimates, as anticipated, point strongly to a reduction in
work effort."73 These results are conveyed in Table 4 which shows
the difference in hours of work per week between the experimental
and control groups, broken down for husbands, wives, and female
heads of families in each of the test areas. Work effort is shown as
hours of work per week, but most of the studies actually measured
work hours over longer periods. Moffitt concludes: "Data presented
in the table are unequivocal evidence that hours of work are reduced
by the negative income tax. The disincentive effects for husbands
range from about 1 percent to 8 percent. For wives, they vary much
morefrom almost zero to 55 percent (although the latter figure may
be a statistical anomaly."74 An explanation of the particular disincen-
tives such as GAI could generate includes both a reduction in the fu-
ture supply of laborers for low-paying jobs and a decision by employ-
ees currently in such jobs to drop out of the labor force.

As impressive as these findings sound, there are several limitations
on the experiments which should be considered when assessing the
results. Moffitt summarizes these:

The most important qualification is that the experiments by and
large lasted only 3 years, a fact which was known beforehand
by the families who agreed to enroll. Participants consequently'
may have behaved differently than they would in a permanent
national program, although it is not obvious whether they would
respond more or less under non-test conditions.
Another limitation of the experiments is that they yield very lit-
tle information on the welfare participation rate one might ex-
pect from a national negative income tax.
A final problem with the experiments relates to the underreport-
ing of income by the experimental and control groups: In the
Gary experiment, there is some evidence that the female family
heads in the experimental group upderreported income substan-
tially more than those in the control group, and that the reduc-
tion in work effort indicated by the data was partly spurious.75

On balance, however, there is adequate statistical support for the ex-
istence of work disincentives under a guaranteed income proposal.
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Table 4

AVERAGE DIFFERENCES IN WEEDY HOURS

BETWEEN CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS

IN FOUR TEST AREAS

ti

z

A
z

ro

Area and source of estimate

Husbands Wives Female heads of families

Absolute

difference

Percentage

difference

Absolute

difference

Percentage

difference

Absolute

difference

Percentage

difference.

New Jersegennsylvania

U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare:1

White '1,9 5.6 1.4 10.6

Black 0.7 2.3 0.1 2.2

Spanish.speaking 0.2 0,7 1.9 55.4

Hall:2

White 3-2.4 7.1 3-1.5 32.8

Rural (nonfarm)

U.S. Department of Health, Education

and Welfare and Bawderi:4 ,

North Carolina blacks i 3-2.9 8.0 3-5.2 31.3

North Carolina whites 2.1 5.6 2,2 21.5 ,

Iowa whites 0,5 1.2 1.2 20.3

(continued)



Table 4 (Continued)

Area and source of estimate

Husbands Wives Female heads of families

Absolute

difference

Percentage

difference

Absolute

difference

Percentage

difference

Absolute

difference

Percentage

difference

SeattleDenver

Keeley and others5

Gary

Moffitt'

3 1,8

1,6

5.3

4.7

3 2.1

0.2

14.6

3.7

3 2.6

3 2M

11.9

27.8

'See Summary Report: New Jersey Graduated Work Incentive Experiment (U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,' 973),

-See Rf)bert Hall, "Effects of the Experimental Negative Income Tax on Labor Supply," in Joseph A. Pechman and P. Michael Timpane, eds.,

Work Incentives and Income Guarantees (The Brookings Institution, 1975).

(Significant at 10-percent level (15 percent for New Jersey Department of Health, Education and Welfare estimate).

'See Summary Report Rural Income Maintenance Experiment (U,S, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1976),

`See Michael Keeley, Philip Robins, Robert Spiegelman, and Richard West, "The Labor Supply Effects and Costs of Alternative Negative In.

come Tax Programs," Journal of Human Resources, Winter 1978, pp. 3.36,

'See Robert A. Moffitt, "The Lab6r Supply Response in the Gary Income Maintenance Experiment," Journal of Human Resources, Fall 1979,

pp. 477.87,

Note: Hours differences are regressionadjusted for differences between experimental and control group members in years of education, age, and

similar variables.

Dashes indicate data not available.

From: Moffitt, Monthly Labor Review, April 1981, p.
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This will alienate-potential- support -for flie-Plan, escalate the costs oT a
GAI, and cause problems for those sectors of the economy which rely
on cheap labor.76

Conclusion

The status quo has designed income maintenance programs to meet
the needs of the poor. Budget reductions and eligibility restrictions
have begun to erode this "safety net" Of support for those who are
incapable of supporting themselves. At the same time, an increasing
emphasis has been placed on requiring work from those capable of la-
bor. Peter Gottschalk, writing in the Encyclopedia of Economics con-
cludes:

There is a growing tendency to focus on the differences among
various segments of the poverty population. Roughly 68 percent
of all poor household heads are not expected to workdisabled,
aged, women with children. For these people work disincentives
are not an issue. A program with high benefits and high benefit re-
duction rates would be appropriate. The 11 percent of the poor
who work full time are in need of job opportunities. The key area
of disagreement lies with the appropriate programs for the re-
maining 21 percent of the poor who are either single or male-
headed households.'"

It is precisely this issue of job opportunities which will be ad-
dressed in the next chapter.



4. FedefaT Erriployme f Guairaufees

Resolved: That the federal government should provide employ-
ment for all employable United States citizens living
in poverty.

Basic Concept

The third debate proposition under the general problem area of reduc-
ing poverty focuses on federal provisions of employment for able
United States citizens. In the preliminary voting conducted in Janu-
ary, this resolution was the clear preference of a majority of those re-
turning ballots to the National Federation. It will probably be the top-
ic selected by most states and summer forensics institutes.

All three resolutions offer policy choices for reducing poverty;
however, there is a fundamental difference between the first two
propositions and the third. Both a guaranteed annual income and a
negative income tax, as described in the first two proposals, are wel-
fare programs which ensure minimum cash assistance to United
States citizens regardless of their ability to earn a living. The disin-
centive to seek or keep work increases with the size of average pay-
ment. The "dole" is sharply contrasted with the third proposal,
which calls upon the federal government to provide employment for
employable citizens. While such a proppsal may be costly, it is more
in keeping with taxpayers' concerns about the work ethic of the poor.
It must be remembered, however, that over half the poor now receiv-
ing income maintenance benefits are incapable of working. Thus, an
employment or jobs program cannot replace existing welfare for many

(now in poverty.

Provide Employment

This resolution calls upon the government to "provide" employment.
The use of the word "provide" creates ambiguity on how active the
federal government must become in directly creating jobs. For exam-
ple, when asked what was the single most important step this nation
should take to bring down -unemployment, Paul McCracken, econo-
mist at the University of Michigan, responded: "Keep the economy
on a sustainable path of expansion. Thus far, the path the economy
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has taken is very encouraging. If we can keep that going; then we're
heading toward unemployment of 6 percent, and if we'll be patient,
we can probably work it down further."' Historically, this emphasis
on economic stability has been the foundation for full employment as
documented by Charles Stewart:

For most of the postwar period. employment policy in the United
States emphasized tax and expenditure measures to maintain em-
ploymenta derived demandat or close to full-employment
levels. The primary objective was to stabilize the economy at
high levels_ of demand and thus minimize cyclical unemploy-
ment.2

The benefits of high economic growth are to he translated into addi-
tional jobs for the unemployed. Katherine Hooper Briar, assistant
professor of social work at the University of Washington, explains:

National policies concerned with the reduction of aggregate un-
employment focus indirectly on getting the jobless back to work.
They involve such actions as easing access to money (through
changes in monetary and fiscal policies) to stimulate an increased
demand for goods and services and to compel increased output
and expansion. Such aggregate approaches to the creation of jobs
presume a trickle-down effect from the increased flow of money
and ignore the fact that major pockets of inflationary pressures
may occur in sectors of the economy long before thousands of
dislocated workers have returned to work; such pockets of infla-
tion often reinitiate anti-inflationary money-tightening policies.3

file past decade has also witnessed an equal priority given to keeping
inflation under control. These twin goals, of high employment and
low inflation, have been virtually impossible to achieve simul-
taneously.

From the 1960s to the present, the government has also pursued
more active labor intervention policies. These policies include federal
end state programs promoting job training, tax incentives for employ-
ers to hire persons with labor market disadvantages, and public serv-
ice employment. One of the major domestic issues faced by both
Congress and the president for the past three years has been the ex-
pansion of :raining and jobs programs. There have even been calls for
direct government hiring of workers similar to the Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps of the 1930s.
In addition to maintaining economic growth or directly hiring and

training workers, the federal government also provides jobs through
budget expenditures for federal programs. For example, public fend-
ing for the 13-1 bomber or the Space Shuttle creates jobs in the aero-
space industries; funding far highways promotes jobs in construction
and related industries; and funding for solar energy development fos-
ters employment in companies which produce goods and services for
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,that alternative form of energy. Virtually every expenditure of public
monies provides jobs to those who receive government contracts.

Thus, the affirmative has a great deal of discretion in selecting the
method of providing employment. Three additional observation's are
in order. First, this resolution does not require employable citizens to
accept the jobs offered by the federal governn*t. Many of the issues
discussed in Chapter 3 in the section on workfare are also'relevant
this resolution. Second, some affirmatives will:claim advantages not
only from employing people but also from the program which serves
as the employer. For example, individuals could be provided with
jobs building nuclear power plants, solar energy farms, or space sta-
tions. Each of these projects had both advantages and disadvantages
as separate policy proposals regardless of its impact on reducing un-
employment. Affirmatives may claim these advantages as part of their
employment program. Third, the debate proposition does not require
full-time jobs for employable poor. The affirmative may wish to com-
b'le both full- and part-time work opportunities for eligible citizens.

Employable

Proponents of the debate resolution will provide employment to that
portion of the poor who are employable. "Employable' is defined by
Jerry Rossenberg, chair of the Department of Business Administra-
tion at Rutgers University. as "describing people in the population
who are able to work and who fall within certain age limits."4 In con-
trast, those who are unemployable are pedple unable to find work.
"The term usually refers to an individual who is too sick, too young,
too old, or too badly impaired in mind or body, or to anyone who at-
tempts to avoid work or is a criminal."5

Despite these definitions, employability is seldom a clearcut deci-
sion when actual cases are examined. When is a person too old or too
young or too ill or too disabled to work? An equally important ques-
tion is who decides whether someone is capable of employment.
Even conceding that there are some individuals who can be phys-
ically or mentally excused from labor, there are others who, because
of other obligations, may not be required to accept employment. Two
examples illustrate this category of employable people. Traditionally,
single parents of young children have not been expected to work.
AFDC was established with precisely this group as its target popula-
tion for receiving income assistance. In those states experimenting
with workfare, single parents of children under three years of age are
exempt from work requirements. Yet an increasing number of such
parents, especially single mothers, may actually want to find suitable
employment. Economists Danziger and Plotnick note:
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Members of this group cannot now be easily classified as ex-
pected to or not expected to work. The past consensus that a
woman withouLa husband should remain at home to care for her
children has been eroded by the growth of labor force participa-
tion by mothers in two-parent families. If single parents do not in-
crease their work effort, and if, as we have argued, benefits in ex-

'isting programs are not likely to be greatly increased, then the
standard of living of single parents will remain low.6

Another potentially employable group is comprised of teenagers six-
teen years of age or over. The Department of Labor includes those
sixteen or over who seek work in its unemployment statistics, al-
though many youths only want part-time jobs. There is already con-
cern that this age group is overcommitted to paid work. Janice
Neipert Hedges, a labor economist formerly with the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics, argues:

Student employment, particularly when it exceeds 15 or 20 hours
weekly, has been found to entail costs as well as benefits. The
costs include diminished involvement in school_activities, in-
creased absenteeism from school, and possibly a decline in aca-
demic grades. The National Association of Secondary School
Principals, noting that some students appear to be working exces-
sive hours, has urged that a proper balance between job experi-
ence and class time be maintained.?

Will teenagers who live in poverty be eligible for the jobs provided by
the affirmative?

There are significant social costs involved with a federal employ-
ment program which encourages single parents and students to work.
There are also grave social costs attached to a policy which excludes
these groups from such .a program.

Living in Poverty

The people targeted for federally provided employment are those liv-
ing in poverty. Chapter 2 discussed the difficulty of setting a valid
standard of poverty. Thus, the exact number of individuals who are
covered by the mandates of the affirmative plan is open to question.
There are additional problems created with the proposition's re-
strictive language. Those in poverty may not possess the skills neces-
sary to function in the jobs created by the affirmative. One of the
anomalies of the current unemployment problem is that there are jobs
available, but those who are unemployed do not have the education,
skills, or training to find work in those jobs. If an affirmative plan pro-
vides employment in technologically sophisticated areas, it will not
benefit those now in poverty. Another difficulty arises if the affirma-
tive goes beyond the mandate of the topic to employ those who are
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not in poverty. Theoretical issues, such as extra-topicality of plan
provisions and negative use of counterplans, will be utilized to pre-
v'ent the affirmative from illegitimately expanding the scope of the
topic.

It is usually assumed that if all those in poverty who were able to
work had a job, povertyfor this group at leastwould be elimi-
nated. Unfortunately, this assumption is not true. Millions of em-
ployed Americans earn wages below the official poverty line. The
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics utilized data from the 1982 Current
Population Survey and found:

Among the 65.3 million persons employed 50 weeks or more who
usually worked full time, 5.2 million reported earnings of less
than 56,700, the minimum wage equivalent for a full year's work.
Although a large number of these workers were self-employed,
the majority were wage and salary workers. . . .

Almost 2 in 4 of the 5.2 million workers with low earnings from
year-round, full-time work lived in families with total income be-
low 'the poverty line. Among the women who maintained their
families, nearly half of those with full-year earnings of less than
$6,700 fell below the poverty line. as they were unlikely to have
other earners in the family.s

The availability of jobs will not necessarily raise families out of pov-
erty. A combination of rate of pay and duration of employment will
ultimately decide the fate of the working poor.

Unemployment: Measurement

An unemployed person may simply be defined as "a member of the
labor force who seeks work but does not find it.-9 The Department of
Labor has a more specific definition.

Unemployed persons comprise all those who did not work during
t4 survey week, who made specific efforts to find a job within
th past four weeks, and who were available for work during the
survey week (except for temporary illness). Also included are
those who were available for work, and (I) were waiting to be
called back to a job from which they had been laid off; or (2) were
waiting to report to a new wage or salary job within 30 days.'°

Those under the age of sixteen are not counted as being in the labor
force. The number of unemployed is divided by the total employed
and unemployed in the labor force to produce an unemployment rate,

_Therefore, an unemployment rate does not directly measure the
number of people working in any given year.

During the last ten years the average unemployment rate has been
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7.59 percent. A review of labor statistics shows the following rates of
unemployment:

1974 5.6 percent
1975 8.5
1976 7.7
lc-77 7.1
1978 6.1
1979 5.8
1980 7.1
1981 7.6
1982 9.7
1983 10.7
1984 (est.)

During each of these years the total labor force in the United States
grew, i.e., each year more Americans were working than the year be-
fore.

Full Employment

A certain level of unemployment reflects the normal cycle of workers
voluntarily changing jobs. This level is designated as "full employ-
ment." During most of the 1960s and 1970s full employment was con-
sidered 4 percent. Currently, there is an agreement among many
economists and government policymakers that a 4 percent level of un-
employment is unrealistic. Professor Briar notes:

:tt one time, it was assumed that optimal conditions of unemploy-
went and inflation occurred when unemplOyment was reduced to
4.5 percent or 4 percent. Such percentages were designated as
measures of a "full-employment" economy. In recent years, the
inverse relationship between unemployment and inflation has
been reexamined, and the optimal unemployment rate has been
raised to 6 percent, which is considered a more realistic measure
of a "full-employment" economy)!

The president's Council of Economic Advisers (CEA) considered
dropping the whole idea of developing a full employment estimate be-
cause it set unreasonable policy targets. Council member William
Poole maintains: "Identifying a number that you can call full employ"-
ment is awkward and puts you in a fuzzy never-never land:" 12 Dun's
Business Month, a publication for the business community, notes the
reasons for the change in the concept of full employment:

But the world has changed (since the early 1960's) and most ex-
perts, both liberal and conservatives, agree that the 4% yardstick
is no longer valid. This is due to such factors as the profound
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changes in th.-! makeup of the labor force, including the massive
entry of wom..m and unskilled teenagers; the dismaying decline of
heaVy industry; the rapid growth of high-technology firms that de-
mand new skills; the geographic shift of plants and capital out of
the Frost Belt to the Sun Belt; and the phenomenon of the under-
ground economy, which employs untold numbers of people off-
the-books.13

There still are, of course, disagreements as to what level of unem-
ployment the economy and, more importantly, policymakers should
tolerate. Paul McCracken indicates, "We ought to be able to get
down to something like 6 percent and maybe lower." Lester Thurow,
professor of management and economics at MIT, believes that the
United States can still aim for a 3 to 4 percent level." Martin Feld-
stein, chair of the CEA, estimates a 6 to 7 percent level while Jason
Bender ly, chief economist of the Prudential Insurance Company, sees
full employment at 7 to 7.5 percent.15 Dun's Business Month notes:

Such talk is shocking to labor leaders and liberal economists.
"No other economy in the world would accept those numbers,"
says AFL-CIO economist John Zalusky. This level 'of u m-
ployment is a terrible waste of human resources, and the Re gan
Administration is making a fatal mistake if it believes the A eri-
can public will settle for 7%." Harvard's Quinn Mills is equally
outraged: "I don't buy any of those numbers," he says. "Unem-
ployment should be no more than 3.%, period." To accept 7% as
full employment, Mills maintains, is "to beg the purpose of what
the economy is all aboutwhich is to provide people with
jobs."I6

Why such a heated exchange over an economic statistic which is
so difficult to quantify? The basic answer is that the full employment
figure represents the level of officially acceptable unemployment.
Government is expected to develop programs to reduce the number
of unemployed to around that percent. The unemployed are not just
economic statistics but real people. Each I percent of the unemploy-
ment rate equals more than a million Americans who are unable to
find work. The difference between Benderly's estimate of 7.5 percent
and Mills' 3 percent figure for full employment represents 5 million
citizens without hope of federal intervention to spur creation of new
jobs in the immediate future.

Unemployment Statistics

The official Bureau of Labor Statistics data which measure unemploy-
ment do not give a complete picture of the scope of joblessness in
America, To be counted as unemployed, a person must be actively
seeking work. Many of those who have been out of work for a long
period of time give up looking for a job. These '"discouraged" work-
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ers are still without work bat they are-not counted in unemployment-
figures. Professor Stanley Moses and others "made this a central
point of attack on. American unemployment estimates, claiming that
they underestimated the number of jobs needed to be created as an

objective of economic policy.'' An estimated 1.5 million workers
have given up looking for work. While total employment has in-

creased, the number of discouraged workers also increased.

Although overall employment is up sharply; from a year ago,
blacks. women and teenagers as well as older workers displaced
from bask manufacturing jobs continue to have a tough time in
the labor market.
A disproportionately large share of these groups consider further
job hunting futile. Blacks made up just 10.4 percent of the na-
tion'. labor force in 1983. but represented 28.6 percent of all dis-
couraged workers. Similarly, women were 43.5 percent of the
force bat accounted for 60.4 percent of those no longer seach-

ing.,"

This increase in discouraged job seekers may be one explanation for
lower unemployment rates. Peter Duprey of Data Resources notes:

"The large share of discouraged workers is a major cause of inhibited
labor-force growth and clmsequently of the sharp unemployment-rate

decline. '`9

On the other hand. there are claims that official unemployment fig-

ures overestimate .the problem. While personally disagreeing with
their conclusions. Professor Briar notes: "Some elected officials, as

well as conservative commentators, argue that the statistics are inflat-

ed to reficct persons who are not serious about finding work but must
claim to-be serious as a condition for receiving aid from such pro-
grams as food startir.."2° .Another source of overestimation is teen-
age unemployment. While conceding that the rate for this group is
high, economist Sean Sullivan, a consultant to the American Enter-
prise Institute, finds it necessary to also consider how many t .tenagers

are still in school because "unemployment for these youths does not
typically have the same meaning as it has for an older head of house-
hold. Teenage unemployment rates that fail to consider school as an
alternative to. or even as a kind of, work overstate the problemal-
though there are economically disadvantaged youths who must work

to remain in school. "='
Many of these criticisms of unemployment data stem from the

basic social and political orientation of the commentator. -Anvil
Adarn,.. former cskecutive director of the National Commission on
Emplw.inent and Unemployment Statistics:. concludes:

Assertions that tot: : many or too few are counted among the un-
employed. for example. can often be traced to the critic's view
that .s group such as in-school youth or houst:wives has no real
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economic need for work, or alternatively. a group like dis-
couraged workers has a real economic need for work. This per-
ception confounds the debate over labor force classifications by
introducing the social welfare criterion into the.elassification deci-
sion alongside the labor force attachment criterion-22

Another problem with the use of unemployment statistics is the mis-
taken belief that such figures accurately provide a count of the
number of workers unemployed.each year. Such is not the case, as
Professor Briar explains-.

The number of individuals who are directly affected by unern
ployment each year is two to three times the official unemploy-
ment rate. Owing to the dynamic nature of unemployment, some
people may return to work at the same citric that others become
unemployed. Therefore, when the annual unemployment rate hits
9 percent, for example, the incidence of joblessness in the popu-
lation during that year may be as high as a quarter of the working
population. Because ethnic minorities, youths, women. and the
elderly arc disproportionately victimized by joblessness, unem-
ployment among such groups may be twice that of the general
population and-1n the case of minority youthsfour to six times
that of the general population

Underemployment

A final labor concern which is not addressed by data on unemploy
meat is the existence of underemployment.. A worker who is under-
employed, according to Rosenberg, is one who "is working on a job
at a lower level than that for which he or she was trained or is experi-
enced to handle. Total skills are untapped. and the employee is often
s=its rated and or angry with the job situation.' .24 One cause of ineffi-
cient utilisation of workers is involuntary par-time employment. in
1981, almost 14.E million persons experienced such a situation. A de-
mographic analysis of such persons by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
reseals.

Almost 50 percent of husbands but or0 onequarter of the wives
working part time did so involuntarily Among men and women
who maintained families most of those working part time
would have preferred fulltime work
One irr3 of the blacks and 2 in 4 of the Hispanics who worked
part time involtmtardy lived in a poor family compared with rela-
tively few whites t I in '7). Among black women who maintained
families alone and had some involuntary pantime work. more
than 50 percent were in poverty .2'

Another source of underemployment is the inability of better edu-
cated workers to find jobs which will utilize their educational back-
ground. These workers are "overqualified" for their current "low-
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skill'' jobs. Beverly Burris, a sociologist at Trinity University, cites

the following research to support conclut:ion:

Staines and Quinn (1979) round that in 1977 36.5 percent of
U.S. workers felt that they were not fusty using their skills.
compared with 27 percent in 1969.
Duncan and -loffman "478) found that 42 percent of corkers
felt overeducated for the;,- jobs in 1976.
No: wood (1979). using Bureau of Labor Statistics data, found
that only 45.9 percent of college gradu..zies found professional
and technica' jobs duriny 1969-78, compared with 73.2 percent
during 1962-69. Moreove:. college graduates were increasingly
entering the labor market as low-level workers, especially in
clerical and sales positions.
13.:rg et al. (1978) using 1971 data found that 51 percent of all
college graduate,.. and 24.8 percent of the er.tire U.S. labor force
were underemployed.
Rumberger (1981). comparing 1960 and 1976 data, found that
-'c'he distribution of educational attainments soitted drarriat.
ically during this period": by 1976 less than 25 percent of toe
U.S. population had low-level education. but nearly half had
bs requiring low-level skills:26

Such workers expr.irience increased job dissatisfaction. higher turn -

oti rates, reduced job involvement, 7-educed co-worker ri.latior s,
lower self-esteem, and lower job pt&cluctivity.27

What the research on under employment demonstrates is that work
alone is oat sufficient for satisfacti,n. Rather, the nature of the work
in relation to employee skills a key ingredient for success on the

job. Ihis match of job and skills is oft, n iki,ored in discussions on
government job creation.

Unemployment: Profile and Caucrs

Exact! y who arc the unemployed? Earlier in this char r it was re-
ported that approximately 3 percent of those who are out of r Irk are
voluntarily changing jobs. Others are unemployed because the current
recession has slowed growth and, with an upswine in the ecrinomy,
they will be rehired in their old jobs. However, there exists a segment

of the unemployed who lack the skills or 4bility to find employment.
This group is referred to as structurally unemployed. Table 5 presents

an in-depth profile of population groups and their unemployment rite,..

for the first half of ;983.
Ynfortunately. the groups who had ..igher than average joblessness

during the recession of the 1980s also traditionally exhibited high un-
employment rates. For example. Hispanics, because of low education

language difficulties, and vestiges of discrimination, have high-
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Table 5

1983 UNEMPLOYMENT PROFILE
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR STATISTICS

Nationally.
9.5% of the labor

force, or 10,590,000
men and women,

are jobless

Adult Men
8.8%, or
5.208,000
jobless

Adult Women
7.9%, cc
3.521,000
jobless

Teenagers
22.8%. or
1.860,000
jobless

Named Men
isrotise present)

6 1%. or
2.504.000
jobless

Married Women
(spouse present)

7.0%. or
1.846.000
jobless

le, omen Who
Head Families

11.6%. or
667,000
jobless

8 cr
7.959,000
jobless

Blacks

19.5%, or
2.295.000
jobless

Hispanics
(of any race)

12.3%. or
748.000
jobless

White Teenagers
19.5%. or

1,401,000 jobless

Black Teenagers
48 1%. or

397 Or, jobless

Manufacturing Workers
10.5r. or

:.275.000 jo6less

Trade Workers
9 '7. or

2.1);:.,000 jobless

Finance. Service Workers
37r. or

1.99.5.000 jobless

Goverment Workers
5.5%, at

933.000 jobless

Yr<.-fr and Wneld Report. September 5, 1981.
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er unemployment rates than whites. Teenagers also have severe prob-
lems finding work, as reported by Editorial Research Reports:

Many unemployed youths will face labor-,market problems even
under the best conditions. Because of a combination of societal
and personal handicaps, these young people have difficulty find-
ing and keeping a job. Many of them have dropped out of school;
a disproportionate number of black and residents of "inner-city"
neighborhoods.28

Another group. at one time referred to as the "hardcore" unem-
ployedminority youths, minority women, single parents on wel-
faredo not possess the skills necessary to be hired by the private
sector. A. F. Ehrbar, an editor of Fortune, reports that these groups
foundered in the job market "because they are bereft of salable skills.
Many are unable to perform the simple task 'of filling out a job ap-
plication or making change. A large proportion, especially among the
young, haven't learned the fundamental discipline of showing up at
work each day, following instructions, and sticking around until the
shift is over."29 While some individuals may lack the education, basic
skills, and work experience necessary to successfully compete for
employment, there are several other major causes of unemployment.

Displaced Workers

The term displaced or dislocated worker, although not precisely de-
fined, is "usually used to describe a worker whose job has perma-
nently disappeared, be it from import competition, automation, or
plain old consumer rejection of the product he makes."3° There is a
great deal of uncertainty as to the actual number of such unemployed.
A study for the National Alliance of Business by Barth and Reisner
cites "recent estimates placing the number of 'dislocated' workers in
the U.S. somewhere between 100,000 and 800,000 and predicts that
the actual figure will continue to rise as changes in technology occur.

'While the problem (of worker dislocation) appears not to be a na-
tional crisis,' the report says, it is a critical issue for affeCted lo-
calities.' "31 Depending on the criteria, used between 270,000 to 2.2
million workers have been displaced nationally. This data, summa-
rized in Table 6, is from the Congressional Budget Office. Such
claims do not go unchallenged. Ehrbar argues that past Congressional
Budget Office projections have been in error.

The figure bears little relation to the number of workers perma-
nently displaced. It represents everyone who was laid off or fired
in a declining industry, defined by the Budget Office as one in
which employment fell in at least three of the last five years and
was lower in 1982 than it was in 1978. But most of those workers
are simply victims of recession and will eventually be recalled.32
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Ehrbar believes that approximately 60,000 workers have been perma-
nently displaced.

Regardless of the precise number, dislocation undoubtedly will be
Vit voing problem. More United States firms are likely to relocate

overseas at the cost of thousands of domestic jobs. U.S. Trade Rep-
resentative William Brock claims: "If businesses are going to com-
pete, they're going to be putting their plants overseas because the
dollar is too strong."33 An explanation is offered by U.S. News and
World Report:

Business is lost because foreigners have more trouble afgording,
goods and services coming from this country as their currencies
lose comparative value. At the same time, products made-in for-
eign lands often can be sold at lower prices in the U.S. . . .

The disparity is what has eliminated at least 2 million U.S. jobs,
estimates David Packard, chairman of Hewlett-Packard.34

High American wage rates allow foreign countries to bring goods into
the United States at a much lower cost than similar domestic-made

Table 6

ESTIMATED NUMBER OF DISLOCATED WORKERS IN
JANUARY 1983 UNDER ALTERNATIVE ELIGIBILITY

STANDARDS AND ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS
(thousands)

Category of
Workers

Number of
Workers

Civilian Labor Force 109,779

Eligibility Criteria
Single Criterion

Declining Industry 1,240-1,590

Declining Occupation 1,700-2,200

Ten years of job tenure 840-1,200
More than 45 years of age 1,120-1,370

More than 26 weeks of unemployment 840-1,200

Multiple Criteria
Declining Industry and:

Ten years of job tenure 270 -330

45 or more years of age 270-340

26 weeks of unemployment 185-240

Declining Occupation and:
Ten years of job tenure 300-390

45 or more years of age 390-520

26 weeks of unemployment 310-490

Flom: Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. Economic Review, December 1983.
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products. Modernization and increased automation of basic industries
such as steel, automobile, lumber, and textile have combined with the
recession to eliminate over 2 million jobs, according to MIT econo-
mist Harley Shaiken.35

There are two reasons why an economic revival may do little to
help truly displaced workers. First, they lack the skills necessary to
find jobs in the new growth industries. Audrey Freedman, an econo-
mist for the Conference.Board, believes "The biggest problem is a
growing skills mismatch: hundreds of thousands of blue-collar work-
ers who have been laid off in shrinking industries such as autos and
steel don't have the training for hi-tech jobs."36 A second problem is
that new jobs are often located in different areas of the country and at
substantially reduced wage rates.

Displaced workers do face some special problems, the greatest
being geography. Most of the jobs that have disappeared are
bunched in rust-bowl cities where unemployment rates average
around 15%, while the greatest job growth is occurring in far-off
places like Dallas and Oklahoma.37

The combination of a mismatch in skills and geography is one reason
why the current recession is different from those of the past. Eco-
nomic growth will not bring jobs back to basic industries, This fact is
reflected in the increased duration of unemployment. By February of
1983, 12 million Americans were out of work; 2.6 million were out of
work for twenty-seven weeks or longer. William Johnson, a senior
vice president with Blue Cross-Blue Shield health insurance, explains
that the average duration of unemployment is becoming longer . . .

[and] high levels of unemployment may be more chronic than tempo-
rary.' The Congressional Quarterly Weekly Report supplies a con-
sensus opinion when it notes:

Analysts believe that many laid-off workers in troubled industries
such as steel or farm equipment or automobile manufacturing will
not get their jobs back when the recession ends, because the jobs
will have been permanently eliminatedby bankruptcies, chang-
ing technologies or other factors.39

Compounding the problem of structural unemployment is the fact that
many Americans cannot successfully compete for jobs now held by il-
legal aliens.

Illegal Aliens

Depending on which estimate is believed, there are as many as 3 to 15
million illegal immigrants working in the United States. Many officials
in Congress and state government believe that these immigrants are
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directly competing for jobs with Americans. Congressman Romano
Mazzo li from Kentucky explains:

Contrary to popular belief, it is presently not illegal to hire an un
documented alien. As a result, hunckeds of thousands of undocu-
mented aliens enter this country each year to take jobs.
These undocumented aliens come from all parts of the world, and
take jobs in all sectors of our economy in all parts of our country.
While no one knows for sure how many of these jobs might other-
wise be taken by Americans, it is clear that there are at least
some job displacements, especially at the lower end of the job

Malc,)Im ...ova, Under Secretary of Labor. has estimated that 40
million Americans compete directly with illegal aliens for jobs. Sen-
ator Lawton Chiles from Florida cites the cost of such competition.

The problems created byegal [alien) jobs cannot he overstated.
It is estimated that there may be as many as 6 million illegal al-
iens in the United Stites. Just last week 10.4 million Ampricans
were unemployed. The Congressional Budget Office estimates
that each unemployed arker costs $7,000 in unemployment and
welfare benefits. If only 1 percent of the jobs that are held by il-
legal aliens were held by unemployed Americans, the costs of un-
err ployment could be reduced by over $400 million.41

Senator John East from North Carolina notes that "the testimony
presented to the subcommittee establishes that many illegal aliens are
holding good jobs that Americans would gladly accept, and that illegal
immigration contributes to our high unemployment rate and depresses
wage; and working conditions of many American workers."42

'There are some commentators who pestion the extent of such dis-

pi.. :mei.: of U.S.. workers. Represr:itative of this view is The Nation
magazine article by Geoffrey Rips.

The charge that such worke- take jobs away from Arrerkans is

open to dispute. In the recent recession, the areas of highest un-
employm,:ntthe Midwer tnd the Northeast did not suffer the
largest influx of undocumented workers. Since the Tate (9,70s, the
Sun Belt has had the west rate of unemployment and has seen
the largest influx of i'" immigrants.43

In addition, policymal: are working on both short-term and long-

range solutions to Op olem of illegal immigration. These proposals
include stepped up . .r patrols, sanctions on employers who hive

.1Iegal aliens, and :(..11:z 1...,rrn development pro ;trams for Mexico and
Caribbean nations :-.:ow c it is likely tc time before these
measures significal- .c the numb, . or aliens in the Unit-
ed States.
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Jimmployment: Harms

One immediate result of unemployment is a substantial loss of in-
come. even if unemployment does not last a full year. The Bureau of
Labor Si o tistics concedes:

Even though a family's income may not fall below established
poverty levels as a result of unemployment, changes in its living
standard could still be great. In 1981, 10.4 million of the 23.4 mil.
lion workers with some unemployment were members of families
with incomes exceeding $20.000. While these income levels are
more than twice some poverty lines, they may represent much
lower levels compared with previous years and may involve
curbs in family consumption, debts, and other possible sacri-
fices."

Not only is the family budget squeezed because of reduced inco
but aho cause of lapsed health insurance, which usually accom-
panies jot, termination. By December 1982, of the 12 million unem-
plo,ed, 10.7 million had lost employer-based group health coverage
foe emselves and their families.

It is not unusual for such coverage to continue for a while after a
worker leaves nob, but 60 percent of group-insured workers lose
coverage within 30 days after their jobs end. Only 20 percent are
covered for three or more months after they are laid off, accord-
ing to William B. Johnson, senior vice president of the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield Associations. For a small minority, bene-
fits may last as long as a year.45

In addition, in America, loss of a job means loss of identity. Augustus
Hawkins, Congressman from California, explains:

To be without a job in this nation is to be considered less of a per-
son. Traditionally, Americans have been defined by their jobs. A
person who is involuntarily without work is placed under tremen-
dous psychological pressure in addition to the obvious economic
burdens joblessness creates.46

These factorsloss of income, benefits, and identitycombine to
create a host of individual and social problems. Professor . irvey
Brenner of Johns Hopkins University, perhaps the most frequently
quoted authority on the harms of unemployment, wrote a 1976 con-
gressional report for the Joint Economic Committee on the impact of
unemployment. He used statistical data from 1940 to 1974 for both
the United States and England to reach conclusions on mortality and
morbidity rates. Brenner found "an appalling rise in sickness, death
and aggressive behavior as unemployment goes up. The most signifi-
cant increases were in admissions to mental hospitals, homicides, sui-
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cides, admissions to prisons and, above all, deaths from stress-related
disorders such as heart disease. The overall mortality increase came
to more than 36,000 deaths for each 1 percent rise in joblessness."47
There was also a great social cost involved, as Brenner estimates that
the recessions of the 1970s cost almost $21 billion in lost income, in-

.
creased institutionalization, and provisions of services tu the unem-
ployed.48 The Joint Economic Committee argued that Brenner under-
estimated the total impact of unemployment. Albert Huebner reports
reasons which support this claim:

For example, it includes death, registered during only a relatively
short interval, yet cardiovascular, kidney and liver diseases often
develop for years before they become life-threatening._ In addi-
tion, they can disable a breadwinner and disrupt family life with-
out even resulting in death.49

Ocher research has shown that joblessness leads to:

increased blood pressure
doubled likelihood of illness or accidental injury

depressions, self-doubt
domestic violence
child abuse
mental health problems
reduced life expectancy%

Those who are unemployed often delay seeking necessary medical
assistance or preventive care.

A survey last year by Medical World News indicated that all
across the country patients were paying significantly fewer visits
to their doctors. In particularly hard-hit areas like Detroit, physi-
cians report up to a 50 percent decline in office visits. Dr. Louis
Ferman of the University of Michigan has done a formal study of
employees laid off during the 1975 recession-that confirms this in-
formal evidence. He found that dental checkups were the first
casualty followed by annual physicals and then elective surgery.
The consequences of this deferred care are. that disease develops
which could have been prevented, and that minor disease is not
treated until it becomes major.51

Brenner is updating his Joint Economic Committee study. Preliminary
results indicate that the percentages of disease increases are higher
and the impact of joblessness on the health of individuals lasts longer
than he had reported earlier."52 The Congressional Quarterly Weekly
Report elaborates:

Brenner now believes that an increase in stress-related illness
continues for 15 years after a period of high unemployment,
rather than five years, as his earlier study suggested.
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Brenner also thinks the current recession will be associated with
increases in other diseases, in addition to stress-related condi-
tions. Because nutrition, housing and access to medical care are-
being adversely affected by economic conditions, Brenner said,
he expects more cases of infectious diseases such as influenza,
tuberculosis and, pneumonia. These diseases are associated with
crowding, poor sanitation and poor nutrition.
And because impoverished people tend to put off medical care
until symptoms become serious, Brenner also expects to see
more debilitating illness and death from diseases that respond to
early treatment, including cancer and heart disease, especially
heart disease related to hypertension.53

While there are some researchers who question the methodology em-
ployed in these demographic studies, there is general agreement that
unemployment does have a negative effect on the individual, the fam-
ily, and society. Albert Huebner concludes: "The evidence is now
overwhelming that unemployment is a serious and long -term threat to
personal health, to the quality of family life and to the well-being of
the community. The prestigious British medical journal Lancet does
not exaggerate in referring to seveie unemployment as the 'new great
plague.' "54 What is needed to resolve many of these problems is
gainful employment. Professor Briar states:

Studies have found that a job may be the most effective treatment
solution for many of the problems presented by jobless clients.
For instance, data on youthful and elderly jobless workers gener-
ated at the time they requested CETA job placements and several
months after placement, illustrated this phenomenon. Such symp-
toms of unemployment as the preoccupation with suicide, con-
flict, and stress were reduced or eliminated when these two co-
horts went to work. Moreover, respondents attributed such
changes to the acquisition of a job.55

69

Government Assistance

Various types of government assistance exist for the unemployed un-
til they find work. Many of the income maintenance programs dis-
cussed in Chapter 3 are available for those who are jobless. The
primary income assistance program for the unemployed is the Unem-
ployment Insurance Program (Ws,. This program is described by
Elaine Knapp, editor of State Government News:

All. 50 states and the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the
Virgin Islands have UI programs, each administering their own
benefit standards. The Ul program covers approximately 97 per-
cent of all non-farm workers nationwide. Most states limit bene-
fits to 26 weeks, but extended benefits are available in most states
in periods of high unemployment with the costs borne by both
federal and state coffers.56
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The Monthly Laboi _dew t xplains that extended benefits are avail-
able after workers exhaust the first twenty-six weeks of unemploy-
ment insurance and provide payments at the same weekly rate as the
regular program. Extended benefits are "payable for a maximum du-
ration of the lesser of 13 weeks or half the regular benefit duration.
Thus, regular program benefits of up to. 26 weeks are payable plus up
to 13 weeks of EB, [Extended Benefits], with a 39-week overall max-
imum of regular and extended benefits."57 In 1982, Congress passed a
special Federal Supplemental Compensation Act which authorized six
to ten weeks of additional unemployment benefits depending on the
level of inred unemployed in each state. Federal benefits are also
availabic- for several- categories of special workers including federal
military any civilian employees and workers adversely affected by
foreign imports. The latter program is described in the Social Security
Bulletin of May 1983:

Workers whose jobs are adversely affected by international coin-
petition are eligible for a variety of benefits under the Trade Act
of 1974. Besides training, relocation, transportation, and other al-
lowances, eligible employees are entitled to unemployment bene-
fits called trade readjustment allowances (TRA). TRA payments
are subject to reduction by the full amount of any unemployment
insurance benefits to which the worker is entitled.

-The Reagan Administration, anticipating a drop in the jobless rate,
has projected that total unemployment benefits in 1984 will be $19.1
billion and 518.5 billion in 1985. No changes are planned for either the
federal -state insurance program or for federal supplemental unem-
ployment benefits.59 An ongoing problem for the states has been the
strain placed on their jobless compensation funds by high unemploy-
ment. Many states are reducing benefit payments or tightening eligi-
bility requirements in an effort to keep their programs solvent. Others
are borrowing money from the federal government. State Government
News reports:

'The continued recession and record unemployment have strained
state jobless compensation funds and caused states to increase
taxes or reduce benefits io order to help keep their funds solvent.
Since last April, at least 22 states have had to borrow from the
federal fund to pay unemployment benefits. As of February 28.
these interest- bearing loans totaled over $5 billion. The total
owed by 27 states to the federal fund was $12.5 billion, including
loans from the mid- 1970's.'°

There is some concern that these unemployment programs actually
lead to increased joblessness. Economist Paul McCracken notes:

Now we have to recognize that the more programs we have to
soften the impact of unemployment. the higher the "equilibrium"
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unemployment rate will be. Unemployment compensation, food
stampsthe whole array of programshave a side effect of tend-
ing to increase the jobless rate because people are under less
pressure immediately to take another job just to stay alive.61

Both Jason Benderly of the Prudential Insurance Company and Don-
ald Clem of McConway and Torley Corporation believe that high lev-
els of compensation encourage workers to stay unemployed rather
than seek available jobs.63

Job Training
. .

While numerous state and local governments have established pro=
grams to train the unemployed in necessary job skills, the focus for
such training has been on the federal government. Georgia senator
Sam Nunn notes:

While the states have been at the vanguard in promoting inno-
vative job training programs, the scarcity of job training funds has
limited the states' abilities to promote participation among the
long -term. unemployed in existing job training programs on a wide
scale. At the same time, state employment agency personnel have
little incentive to place unemployed individuals in job training
programs, since their principal responsibility is successful job
placements.63

For example, over twenty states have now started retraining dis-
placed workers for new high technology jobs. It is hoped that this
pool of qualified technicians will attract new business to those states.
Current federal efforts are embodied in the new Job Training Part-.
nership Act (JTPA) which replaces the former Comprehensive Educa-
tion and Training Act (CETA). JTPA will increase the involvement of
both local sovernments and business people in developing effective
training programs. The initial goals are to train disadvantaged youth
and to retrain displaced workers. Up to one million trainees may be
enrolled this year.6-' Figure 3 illustrates some of the differences be-
tween the new JTPA and CETA. Robert Guttman. counsel to the
Senate Subcommittee on Employment and Productivity, cites several
other advantages of JTPA:

First, the act contains a permanent authorization, thus relieving
the program of the constant reexamination which was required by
the limited duration of authorizations in past legislation. Second.
it provides for advance funding which r,;:iv rclheve the program
from the burden of receiving allocations onl after the start of the
program year. Third. the act relics on pyrio..,.ince standards
rather than n process requirement. 2:forms in place,
the training rograms have an opportimil. 1'or planning
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and for evaluation that may give them the stability previously
lacking.b5

The Reagan Administration plans on spending about $3.8 billion on
job training in both 1984 and 1985. This amount is iu addition to the
over $30 billion spent by private industry to train or retrain

'
workers.

Most of this private sector spending "is aimed at improving the skills
or knowledge of employed workers to keep even more workers from
becoming unemployed. In the future. private employers are likely to
come under increased pressure from organized labor to provide train-
ing even for displaced workers who might find jobs in other compa-
nies."66 However, the level of retraining has fallen off in recent
years. Harvard_economist James Medoff notes that "during the 1970s
the proportion of U.S. workers receiving employer-sponsored training
dipped from 1.5 percent to 1.4 percent, and the number of hours of
training for each training dropped from -77.5 to 7.2 per year."6

Government training programs should be targeted at those among
the unemployed who will not benefit from private job training or be-
cause industry has shown little interest in employing them. These
groups include many of the hardcore unemployed discussed earlier in
this chapterminority youths, AFDC recipientsas well as those
.susceptible to structural unemploymentyoung people and displaced
workers. Many of the individuals in these groups will not benefit from
jobs created by economic growth without first completing a training:
program".

DIFFERENCES IN JOB TRAINING PROGRAMS

CETA
Stipends for all participants.
All participants must be below federal poverty level.
Pri . ate sector and industry council were mostly advisory.
Most local programs were paid for training cost, regardless of placements.

JTPA
No stipends paid. ChiP. care and transportation available in some circum-
stances.

Alt tough 90 percent of the participants must be below federal poverty level,
the rest must have some other barrier to employment, such as displaced
homemakers.

The private sector shares authority for funding programs with elected (a-
eia!s.
Payments to many programs contractors based upon the placement of par-
ticipants in jobs.

-AP igua. 3. From: Sacramento Br. April 8. 1514.
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Y, irate Sector jobs

The real test of any training program is whether there are jobs for its
graduates. Senator Nunn believes there will he ample opportunity for
future employment.

According to the Department of Labor, 'throughout this decade
we can expect an--annual shortage of 5,7.000 positions in industrial
machinery repair; 28,000 computer operators; 21,300 machinists:
30,000 computer systems analysts and technicianS;.5000-x11 and
die makers; and 19,000 licensed nurses. By 1990, !Nit Labor De-
partment projects a cumulative skilled labor shortage of 2.5 mil-
lion workers in just 13 oecupations.68

adition to these high:tech jobs, there Will be tremendous increases
in '.he number of low-skilled jobs. Henry Levin, professor at Stanford
University, projects growth in clerical and service jobs.

The total number of new jobs generated in these and other high-
technology occupations will be vastly outweighed by the number
of jobs generated in other areas. For instance, the five occupa-
tions expectea to prodtv.:e the most new jobs in the are all
in low-skilled areas: janitors, Masts' aides. sales clerks. cashiers,
and waiters and waitresses. No high-tech oce%ipation even makes
the "top 20" in terms of total numbers of jobs added to the U.S.
economy. While employment for engineers, computer specialists,
and other high-technology professionals will grow almost three
times as fast as employment overall, these occupations will gen-
erate only about 7 percent of all new jobs during the rest of this
decade

An expanding economy must not only supply jobs for new ..vorker1/4

but also create work for those displaced by automation.
Some econonis express concern that increased automation of

factories: and offices wilt decrease future job opportunities. Pat
Choate. a policy analyst for TRW Inc.. predicts that "ten million :o
15 million manufacturing workers.. an perhaps as many service work-

ers. will see their jobs disappear tiN., year 2000:;7O It is uncertain
how many of these workers can be effectively trained for new high-
tech jobs. Recent experience withretrainine dislocated la'-orers indi-
cates a great unwillingness on the part of these workers to either train
for new jobs or accept lower paying: low-skill employment. in addi-
tion, many of the hardcore unemployed are unlikely to find m"ch help
getting pnvate sector jobs.

Federal Jobs

Calls for swift federal action to immediately find jobs for the unem-
ployed are not new, During the 1930s. the Civilian Conscrs-atien
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hospitals, child care centers., government offices, and programs for
the needy. While man; of these jobs perform vital services, the pri-
vate sector could do little to absorb these workers because of the lim-
ited skills involved in their work. Thus, government would be faced
with the prospect of providing ,:ngoing support for these jobs.

The other type of employment involves building or maintaining
public faties, roads, bridges, and dams. The creation of projects
for these vv,.irkers requires significant lead time. However, there are
vast unmet needs in rebuilding the American infrastructure. During
the past two years, most major magazines have carried articles chron
icling the deterioration of America's physical plant. Among the major
areas requiring repair or replacement are:

't,f)irri mites of the interstate highway system needs re, air

4c percent of the nation's bridges, are structurally or func-
tionally deficient
.sater and sewer systems in many cities of the Northeast and
Midwest need replacing
thousands of miles of state. local and rural roads need major
maintenance and repair
thousands of public facilities including ports, railroads, mass
transit systems, jails and schools also need replacement or mod-
cull/A:ion

The cost of these repairs is estimated by the Associated General Con-
tractors of America at $9099 million. Dr. Amitai E.tzioni calculates
that $300 billion a year would be required for ten years to properly re
build our infrastructure."

Hawkin-, suggests that the federal governme.nt could target expen-
ditures to areas such as housing, energy. transportation. natural re-
sources. and the environment to create jobs and reduce inflation. He
explains

now arc job-creation programs that target federal spend-
ing on the long-term unemployed who unfortunately will be little
helped by a general economic recovery. We need to target ogr
spending in areas that can achieve the multipurpose% of pumg
people to work, providing services or goods. and 1:ghtinxinfla
!tun Areas such as community improvements: building-renova.
.;ns and repairs, road and other infrastructure repairs; services

such as health care, public safety, education aid, day care, et
cetera. and reclamation of public lands all fall v.ithin the param-
eters of such a program."

For example, the Construction Industry Research Board, in a study
for ' California Department of Water Resources, indicated that "for
ever./ sl million in sewer works construction, $4.72 million in total
sales are generated, and 124tonstruclion jobs and 53 general economy
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jobs are created. And a significant portion of any public investment in

construction is returned. to the public treasury in the form of taxes."85

Public Employment Problems

In addition to the difficulties mentioned in the preceding section,
there are a number of other concerns about federal job creation.
First, the per job costs would be very high. Public works, for exam-
ple, are capital - intensive, which means that it will take an initial in-

vestment in machines and technology before jobs for people can be
created. Patricia Cohen explains:

There's nothing necessarily wrong with heavy construction, as
anyone who's looked at the sorry condition of our and
hridbes weir kriciws;Bilt because public works are so capital-in-
tensive, they don't generate many jobs. Some of the water proj-
ects funded in this bill can cost as much as $100,000 for every job
created. A $5.6 million highway project in Mississippi will employ
a grand otal of 83 people.86

Public works are also costly because they are not targeted at low-
skilled workers or at women and minorities who are. less than 10 per-
cent of all construction workers.

A second problem is` perceived: decreased unemployment leads to
increased inflation. The economic concept is called the Phillips curve
and it demonstrates the inverse, relationship between unemployment
and inflation in the United States. Assuming that there are harms
sociated with higher prices, it is not all certain that public employ-
ment triggers inflation. Since wages are set by the government, wage-
based inflation should not occur. In addition, the U.S. economy has
endured both high inflation and high unemployment, a fact which
"renders the Phillips curve a vulnerable, if not inoperable, premise
for addressing full employment."87 Some advocates of government
job programs note that such plans would actually reduce inflationary
pressures by reducing budget deficits. Congressman Hawkins notes:

Direct job creation will. after an initial expenditure, reduce the
budget deficit because people will be able to pay taxes to The
Treasury again, while providing needed goods and services to an
expanded economy.

Jobs programs, properly targeted to areas of high unemploy-
ment. and sectors in the economy experiencing problems will
ease inflationary pressures where they may flare up. ""

The third set of disadvantages are based on the risks associated
with working. For example, if formerly unemployed workers are em-
ployed repairing the roads, it is more likely that they may be involved
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in a work-related injury or death. In 1981, 4,370 employees died in
work-related a.-dents. The construction industry accounted for 18
percent of fatalities which was over three times the industry's share

.mployinent.w' Construction also had the highest incidence of
vs,. -velated injuries. Other jobs could expose workers to long-term
heo, 'azards from toxic oc carcinogenic materials. While these. risks
may snail, especially when compared with the unemployment
harm: orted15'y Brenner, they do serve to balance the equation.

An 'rated issue arises when single parents of young children
work. This -r-,n was expressed in Chapter 3 in the discussion on
workfare. bu. 16 be mentioned again. For single parents, inade-
quate care of .,:ey "dren is often the price of employment. Sheila
Kamermarr, pro: . social policy and planning at Columbia Uni-
versity, obser...

The cuth:..:. LJ,,p programs are especially significant
in the:s. .:.v:.... iow- and middle - income children,
Many of '.,.ire in publicly subsidized pre-
school pro.A.,;;., are being tian,derred into informal and unregu--
lated fami'y ,ay car_ suhsidies are cut back and programs
close or parents lose c:ifeibil:ty fur a subsidy; the children
must luta?, to a new ea; arid often to th:. loss of friends.90

The suggestion that recir.;t.-lit. of public service jobs could care for .
these children has rnct with opposition. Janet Diamond, a leader of
the Coalition for Basic Human Needs in Boston, asserts: "Low-in-
come neighborhoods are no place to take chances with children, but
that is just what is forced on mothers because of workfare. Placing
::1:1(fren, all day. in the homes of other workfare worsen who are un-
trained, unpaid, unlicen,.ed and who are reluctant day-care providers
is opening the door to increased abuse and neg?ect."91

final area of disadvantage centers on ti.e oppr..rtunity cost of
v'orking. If jcbs are provided to all employable poor, then they will
not engage in other activities such finishing high school, attending_
community colleges. or joining the .:rmed forcer. The National Com-
mission on Employm nt and, L'Aemploymer.: Statistics determined
that with the change to a volunteer systen... military employment is
not subst ntively different from civilian emp,Oyment.92 One hypoth-
esis is ilvo. enlistments in the armed forces va.7 with the unemploy-
ment rate. As unemployment is ieduced, finvei :r:nrui;.s join the ,All
Volunteer Force (AVF). A research team of Ash, n!.. ',:own, and Udis
studied this phenomenon and concluded.

By way or summary, ).,r evidence points to rather lower pay
clasticitie, than had en previously estimated, no significant el-
fect of trk:mploymer, lift recruitment, a positive stimulus to vol-
untary enlistments th. :1-aft. and a weak but pervasive
change in tastes away from rni,.,ary seFvice.
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The evidence on,the lack of an unemployment effect on acces-

sions is overwhelming. In none of twenty regressions is the ur
employment variable significant at even the 35 percent signifi-
cance level.93

Other studies cited by the authors also reported no significant em-
ployment effect on enlistments. David Grissmer argues that the
"armed forces increase their selectivity during periods of high unem-
ployment, cutting back on non-high-school graduates while maintain-
ing desired recruitment levels through higher rates ofunemployment-
induced enlistments from the more select group. This could certainly
account for the weak unemployment effect observed for total volun-
teers."94

Couclusion

The issues involved with federal provis;on of jobs are compleY.. For
the structurally unemployed, jobs must be precedt%1 by job training.
Even if all the employable poor round work, there would stir be a
need for income maintenance programs to assist those wh7s. cannot
work. This proposition highlights two opposing political philosophies
of governmei-:t intervention versus private sector integrity. The future
of millions of unemployed Americans await the r,:solul;,u of the de-

bate.
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